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.,. Thi,s . report summariz~s ari. :ex~ensiv.e ·study to. d:·e·termine 
,. : " 
'.the shear~ streng't;h and behavior of stud shear ·connectors ·embedded· ' ,,.~ . . . . . 





r ( ~ had indicated that various concrete properties and. stud s-izes in-
-.> -· ' ' 
.fluenced the connector behavior and strengt\ However, the varia;. 
-tion" in the experimental evide"r~.ce. was. g-r--eat and no suitable design 
criteria co:uld be ·aeveloped. 
" 
,. This ·Study is based :on an exper·iment: design that provided 
... sufficient replication to . evaluat.e ·th~ .erfe-r variation. and deter- 1 . 
mine· the. signif.icance of the me~sured variables·. The investigatiol) 
---------- . 
. - ~-included 53 two slab pushout·. specimens and 15 · one slab pushoff spec-
• 1mens •. 
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and': ·two normal weight aggregates. Each lightweight· aggregate was 
·- - I axamined with ··natuN-1 . sand · and with· lightw~ight-1:ines. The·-a-en·s-1-ty 1 
, 
.t)·· -~---·---, .• -· .. ·---··----~~-~----] 
. ., ... 
_:___~~~------··----·-~·- ---
. o · the .lightweight concrete varied from 89 to 11~ pcf. The norm.al 
weight ,concretes included a·crushed s~one-and a.gravel·aggregate, 
. both wi.~ral sand. The c~ncrete :compressive strength was varied 
~· 
from 2.5 to 5.0' ksi. Most of the shear c·6nnectors were 3/4 in diam-
eter. However, 5/8 in. studs_were also included to provide an indi---~· ----- ~ - ·-----··---·---··-. ----~ 
' "'. 
cation on the ef feet of _size. ··-·~-·----- --.. -- -~ 
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\. 
- - The . u-i.ti-mate she~r. ·strength ·"'was d.etermined from pushoi.it -_. 
- . ,. t::ls. -The results·have shown that the. COnnecto~ shear strength 
,J 
' 
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.. ·. ]~r studs embedd~d ir1 normal ~eight and. lightw~Jg:ht. concrete is a 
. ' . . . - - . . . . ~ . 
.. 
., 
. \) ' .;~ 
function·of.the· compressive strength· and modulus of elasticity of. 
.,. ' 
-the concrete;. A functi.onal relat.ionshtp is develo ..pE;9 and'~de·sign 
; ' ~ 
. criteria s~ggeste9 .• 
" ( 
-· . 
\. The ·1oad-slip. characteristics were also· determined .and··. 
-
emi;ii .. rical JitOdels for the relationship are developed • 
.. . 
-
The behavior o:f the shear connection during the . tests 
.,J' • • . 
were studied in detail... :from these resu·lts a possible failure 
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19?p's as a. result of the work ?one by Viest (28, 29, 30). Its 
'r,, 
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.-l96_1 AISC Specification. The ·aevelopmen_t of .these provisi9ns were 
'I., 
I, 
b-as~d on studies reported· by· Slu-tter an_d Driscoll {11, 23). 
The type o·f :shear, connectors in use have changed substan- , .. ,.. ,.· ., 
' ' 
tially du~ing the past _20. years. Bridge construction made exten-
ff 
. 
siv_e use of-:--sp'.ir·a1 conrte·ctol:'$ 0 in the early so's. '"These were re-
-
. 
• 1p:lace:d. by -the flexibl~ channel and s·t.ud :connec-tor.s ,. Tcd·ay most of 
. ' 
,, the·· conn.ectors -:use-d- are· the hea~ded -s·tucts· fo·r both ·bridge-".· and build-
:~ ··=· .,., 
~·· ' • ' i. ' ing·.:constrtic:tion. The first. s·tudies ori stud .shear connectors. were ! ,, ' 1, 
" 
und:e~ta·ken. ;by .Viest who tested full sca·1e ·pushout specimens· with 
________ ,__,_---------·'°-·--a,----·--·--""""•-~---··-_.,. __ ,,_,, - ·_-:- __ .; _____ .~·-· ..... , 
-. : .·-·-· .c~- - ' - . 
-1,, 
. .,.., 







various ~-.i~es ·and spacings of the studs (28). Later studies were 
initi~:ted. at' LeJligh Univers,ity .on bent and headed __ studs by Thurli-
I 
JJtann (27). A series of beam and pushout tests were. rep.orted by .. 
Slu~ter and Dris,coll who developed ~. funct·ional __ ,~:elatior1ship between 
·- ------- ··-. . - ____ ._ ····--·-·- ..... -·.·- - ----·· ... --··-----..---·----·- - ---=·:··---- .·:-· .. - . 
~,-·_the shear connector· strength and the concrete -q.omRre~s-ive strengt"-h 
-- ' ~-,,,,,....... . 
- . 









e.1961). several_ inves-tigation$. of c9mtyos·1·tae, .. pe~~S 1 
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. '' •. u·sing . :Lightweight concrete·s have be·en., made.· Chinn_ ·(9, 26) at· 
t'. 
· µnivers·ity o.f Co~orado ·'and ,~lutter {~12, 24., 25.)- .at ,.Leh·igh Univer-.. 
. ' 
s,,ity tested- the strength of cortnectors, in' a number .of ~liffere·nt -









· _ shear . cqnne:ctors, . the ~f feet· of haunches, and ~J:he behavior of . 
• -:i 
-







·beams. These st-udies showed that the strength of a shear connector 
J ' l'T • I 
-· 
.. 
embeddecj. in' ligh~e-ight concre·te .. _w·as 20 fo:~40%· lower than _the· strength . · 
. 
_. 





of. connectors · embedded in norm~l weight concrete. There were some , 
• - ''' • • ' 
• 
- ~-~-~--~. ---~- --- 0 • • indications that the ultimate strength could · be related to the con-., 
crete gompre_ssive strength and"derisity •. 
~-
.. 
Considerable variation was apparent in the pushout data 
. 
~- .. 
i· . ·becau~te· ,of. variation in specimen geometry arid slab reinforcement • 
~- .. 
. J\l~o, the ·tensile str.ength of the s.tud connectors varied (from 62 
-to 82 __ ksi) and~ in many instances .was unknown·. · .The minimum tensile 
.. ·. . . 




. g~ecl!=d _ 1:>y ,$µ1;:>s·tanti:al margins • 
... 
The _p~r·po·se of this invest:i·g·ation was to determine the 
,, 




. ,a·nd lightwei_ght .concretes. Suitab.le re.:lationships were to be de-
. • ;! C 
' 
, •-
vel6-ped for the observed behavior as a. function of the material 
. . 
.""°· 
_______ ·_ ~·~-------- cJ:l~~e~~~_tic~so. tbat ___ desig_n __ recomme.ndatiohs_~~~-11lci -De~~~de.---·· 
:::-------
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tests ~n normal weight c~ncrete were in~orporated to provide dir- ., _ . · '. ·. . . · 1 
' '., ,,,... 
- 6\ -~ . ., .. :, .. . ··. 
... 
· .. , .·· ebtly · comparable dat·a under· ·the same controlled 9on·attions. 
. ~ 
The -. - ·. y· I 
i;i._. 
. -:-, 
. . ' 
·-.~ 
. ultimate loads foun~ from tests of: pushout· specimens ·provid·e a 
.. 
. , .. : . 
. ,. 
,·.. . . .,, . 
-1ower-.bound to t~ streng_th·~of connector·s in beams (11)~ 
~. . 
. 
. . . . . . . . f' . . . -
. ' . ~: 
--~---.-..-~-~....___ ___ ( ~T.he f ~llowi~;- m~terial charact~ri;ti~~. ~d ~~om;~;i~ -- . .. . c__ 
·•. 
ffl -
Yariables were considered:· · 
. .· 
'{Type of Aggregate, 
Concre~e . Compressive Strength ( f ~) ,· 
Concrete Tensile.Strengi'a (f' ), 
'· .. - . . Sp 
Concrete Modulus of Elasticity (Ee), 
-.-concr·ete :nensity (w)' 1· 
. . 
S·tud Diameter (d), 
S.tud Ter:isile Strength (au), 
Type of Pushout Specimen~. 
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- . 
The slab dimensions and· reinforcement ·w.ere_maintained as 
..;~ . ., 
. orre: level. f··a:ctor·s so 'that. t'he variance associated with the other ·-
·-.,•. 
,controlled v)iriables could be evaluated. 
-
A compani.on ·study on the behavior of composite beams with 
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-:2· •. · DESCRIPTION OF TEST . SPECIMENS 
- ' I, • 
. . 




.. ---, . -
-- . - •. L-
,• 
The test program· .. w.as developed af_ter the controlled 
II 
•. 
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stand·ard. control-tests (i.e. concrete compressi~e.strength, f~., ...... .. 
-.. ' ) 




. , _-·-split tensile strength, f' , ·modulus of elasticity, E, density, . · _____ s_p . · - C 
- . 
w, and stud tensile.strength, au); the-stud dia~eter, :type of 
aggregate, number of. connectors peF ·slab; type of pushout spec·imen, . 
and prestressing the s).~b. The exper-ifnent design considered .the 
. ..... 
stud connector· tensile strength and .. slab reinforcement as one level 
. 
. factors .• i For t:he· il)itial _exper:µRent, __ concret·e strength, ·stud diam-
et~r and _ type ·o.f pu9hout ·specimen were also. maintained :as one level . ,, 
. 
-








.\.··.·__ ~ ·, :· .i .-: ·~ · r 
'(,' 






2.1.1 ~ Des~ription 91_ Spec:t_mens 
' ' 
---·····--
Two different ·types of spe-cimens were·"--·us·ea:· two slab 
~ 
pushout ~an~ .one slab: pushoff specim·ens. · Most of the s pe.cimens had 
four connectors ·e.rribedded in- th~:~ sla·b· -as. illustrated . in Fig. 1. ~ 
\ ~ :. t\ 
- f:/ ' -:., . .~ 
. . . ___________ ... .-·-:-------::-__' ______ . __ ,. ___ f H(?wever, sev_er~l · specimens :with a. ·single· row -of:two · studs, located ~ --- .- ll 
-
. 
_ at mid-height of the slabs-, ~er~ also· teste_d_. The one sided spec-
,, 
. 
· 1 ·-imens ~ere- s-imilcµ' to the .two -s.·~ded spec_imens· except the stee1 ' 
- - ' 
- ' 
. d 
- ---- -·~ 
--~~-- - -- -- ---- -
- ·----f;-
_ -~am was---::4--frr;-----1.onger--~-~-------- ~~ - - -- ----- ------- ... ----·- ---~ ---- -- - - ---- -- ~- -~-'"--c---~-- ---~-,---:----~- --;·--J 
~;{· 
---
-· -~-··- ~- -- ---- ~ 
- - ·_l. ... - •• 
1· -
-
-·-:- Al:). specimens, had the- same- reinforc~!Ilent ~in the slabs. 




~· . . .:. ... 









.J} ,· ' 
c,.· ,"'Ir.,,. 
-~·-----~ ... -·---~ .... ---·· .... _ ...... ,.:_ .. · .. -;'' -- ........ _:__. _____ ~--· ,:-:.· .. ·:. 
- \ - ·-·· "".'"'-.. ..... "".:* ~···""."~"' !' ......... , -·--~··-··-··--·-·· -··-··-....... ----.~ ., ......... ··~ .·-,~· ... , •.. 
,, 
. . . / 
' ~- 7. 






·BE!.nt hoo.ps of No._. 4 bars.-'were us,ed ii].. t.he· .longitudinal· direct.ion. \ .. ' ·. 
= 
" . 





·ponded to ·1. 31% longitlldirtal steel arid 1.4,6% transverse stee1~ .. · 
, '' 
. . 
voids would not form under ·the studs on t!'leir be~·ring side. A · 
. 
. common form ·was.fabricated so that 3 specimens could be.9ast simu1-
tarieously as shown -~n Fig, 2. 
0 
The one sided specimens were cast in 
............. 
. 
- a. horizontal posi:tion ___ as illustrated. in Fig •. 3. 
2.1 .. 2 Test Program 1· 
Sixty~eight pushou·t s-p~:cimens·, includ~ng· 15 with slabs 
• .. 
. ,.. Otl- O:n:e. side, wel:'e t~s·ted du ing this .. invra:st-igatioil. 
·The-. ini=t·ial -phas.e· of: the :p.rogram.. consisted of 8 groups . ~ 
. 
.. 
o,f ·two: Slpb specimens W·ith three s.pe·c._1.men.s. i~l. each group to provide 
replication. <3.nd _-pe-pm~ct---th-e-vatiability to-be evaluated. All the · 
~-
5:pecimens had ·4 ·stud ·snear. Connectors ( d :x H = 3/ 4 X 3 in) . em]?edded 
;:· ·· .: ·ii1 each sl·ab as i_llustrated in Fig. ~ •. Two.,. groups had slabs of nor- · 
<'' 
'••';"·..,. 
ma~-- w~·igfit-'aggregace- concrete ·and s·· group's had :Lightweight aggregate 
,' 
con·cre:t.e· as illu~trated in Table. i. 
,£_.: 





- ·'r:he normal weight concrete was manufactured from,:two diff-> 
erent types of coarse aggregate· which corre.sponded 
·of si;,e(!.iJil~§· : ~J:ley_~eI'~ d~signated T>7Pes J\'-~ B. 
. 
- --- ------ - . ----- --- -~ - . 
-----·-··.-· . -· -
··-·-·-····-······ ·····-----·---~· ... 
·Typ~_ A·-was a. 
- . - .. 
___ :._ --- --
--- - -- - -·---.--
·, ~. --
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r,1 , ··::i_~-~) . ·- . 
· bined with eithet' fine lightweight aggregate (designated with a :;. . 






in ·Ta.ble __ l}. or with -natural ·s.and { de-sign·a·te~ with a + in Table i)~ 
. . ill. 
Ta,/l~l·e. 2 provides a ·ctescription o'f the lightweight co.arse aggregate_s.. l _ 
. . . 






The experiment design .~or-the initial phase maintafned the 
~ 
• I stud'· di~!Ileter, stud 'tensile str~gth, number of stud connectors per 
- .. s-lab, type of specimen, and the assumed _conqrete str·e11-gth (4 ksi) 
'', ~ 
-as one level factors. This permitted the· direct. evaluation of the. 
v8.r.i6us _types of· aggregq._tes and their .influence on the connector 
. . .. 
s-he·ar strength •.. 
. ' Two _groups ·of .one s:la·b~ .sp:ecimeri:S· -were: als.o ·made. One with 
" 
·. . 
· normal_ weight concrete slabs (~ype B.) and ·one· with :·1ightweight . 
.. ·· 
.. 
concrete s:labs (Type E->-~- - --- :;:;- - -·· 
. 
. . The, second phase ,·of ____ the_ study- involved. 9 ·groups of two 
sl~b specime:r:i.s. These results are also summarized in Table 1. · l ,. 
I' . . 
These specimens were intended-to evaluate the effect of the.one 
leve-1 factors that were maintained during the initial phase of the · 
'· / 
-L... 
study.·. Most ot·:the sp~cimens -were manufactured _from· two· types of 
aggre-~ 
_,--,..... . 
, gate (Type B) and- the sec~nd, a lightweight aggregate (Type_ E) with-
.r-




.,,. ' ' 
-------·---~---· .. -··-·"···-·----..-·-· .. ---··-~---·-~···--~-,,,_-----------...;;,.---~---·------------ - ·---- ·...... ---. ·-· ---· 
· sand. . Two groups had· onl:y one ro~ of twb _ conriectors, three. g-roups -
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- -- --- - ________ <;J ~-------·------·--------·-- • 
• 
·-----· ......... ___ 
---- -------------------
··· 1 .. ,' 
-. ------. ------. ----- -----three iroups --:had -smaller· di~Jrt;t~r_ ;t:~d~ -- (fi ___ X H ~ ~5/8 ___ ·X 2'-5/8 in.-). 
·- . 
. . - ' 
.~ .......... ~\ -~ ~ . 
. ~ ' .,;., " 
The.final group was provided.from.another· investigation and used a 
• 
~--. 
. • • ' • • • • 
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I . ; I 
··/ ·, 
..,. : 
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..... r' ' ~ • \,,, 
. -· ---·---· .............. _____ ... ·· .... ____ · . '... ; . __ · --·---· -- ___ ._, __ 9. -- .. __ ,_· ·- - ·- - -~: __ \. ---
. - . -- ·-- ·-· -------------------- ··--·-··. --- ---- ------ ----. - --
,, ... 
' . . ,, 
.. ' '• . .. . 
. . 
. ,;·, 
a, . sintered · expanded · slyi:Le' •. · 
~- .... ,N • 
., 
. ' 41 ~-
• • 
:-... ' 
_Three ,gro~p~-- pf cone :·s1a.b -. spec.imen·s were -also included.,. 
. Two·· of thes·e were ne-arly identical to' th·e .. specimens 'in the initial. J • . .. 
phase, and- one group (PE+) of the specimens with lightw.eight concret~_. -
................ -~~~~-\. i 
. . I 
~~ ...,,.,.,,.,. .. _ _,.,.,.,._,.x.,...-,..,., ..... .._,..,,·=-= · .. ,,.,.._.,._ •. ,...,.T'"'"' ~.,·,--,,.,.-,-,,-...--,-..-=-,-,c,-~-=r-n-rnrTT,.,....,,..nr-.--.,cn-p--,,~u=•· .= ...... -~ """"""'-=-J . ...--,"" ,r .,.,,_ ,,..,,._, . .,,-.---,....,.,~,..,_.,..,.,.=,~ -·=.-., ..... "··=•·"''.,.,-,-, ,.,.,-...-~~""""-""'"••""'-'~•·~~·-.•,....,• ·" _, ~,,.,--.-. __ _, . ...,.,..., '"""""· · · .. 
. _slabs·were prestressed to 0.63 ksi.in an attempt to simulate the 
. flexural force in a beam· slab ... 
2.2 CONTROL TESTS 
p 
.1,: •• 
In order to d~'te~mi.fie. the: .char:acter.istics of the concrete 
~,~~:lab- --in __ Wh-ich the · co.;ntleC1:Q_r.s· -We,re-0 embedded, Control . tests of the 
• ·••'s,• -
concrete wer.e made. T~e compres~·ive str·ength, tensile st-r-eng:th, 
"·-- .. ' 
modulus of_ elastic·i"t;y, an.d den:5ity- ·were determined· for ·the conc·rete. . 
......... . ..- .. 
T_he 1 Ul,ti:mate tensile strength q-f the. ··st-ud_s-- was also found _ _. 
-, 
..... ; .. ,~_ .... '. /.. . ,..;.,.; 
·"'""' 
2-. 2 .1 -concrete 
___ ., 
-All concre·te was mixed in a 9 cu-ft Lancast:er Counter 
-~~- -----.~-------~~ --
___ _,_ -- ___. ____ - '- - -- ·,--
-CurreJ1t mixer,· ex~e-pt ·tor orie type· of normal w·eight -concrete (Type B.) 
which wa_s a COJIUil9rcial ready-mix concrete.. Typiial mix desi~ns f~r 
- , 
·the sand~d concretes. are given in Appendix_ A • 
.. 
. . -~ . .. 
·--- -- .. --- -- - ·--~ - -- ---,~ ·. - - ·- ___ . --· . ---- - . _:_ - - - _. 
- - --- ·- . 
- Th·e p·lasti.c con·s:tst:ency ( slump) was measured for each 
.mix. For all lightweight conc·ret mixes t:he· air content and unit 
weight·was·determined. Normall the· slump ~,W.<?-S 3-4 in. and_ the air 






-. -------------~--. -~:_--· --~_ont en_t ______ a_s ____ dete_r_mined.Yil,tlL.-a_roll~-a~_me:te'r ~. w_as ____ s .. ~ .. 1-% ... ---·-,-·•o--·-----·-7'·--":·--~---·. ..~-'-~----· 




- -~ I 
ALthe same time the pushout specimens wer~ast, standard - -
- -- ·---
- - ··-·- -__ ......... --· :. -------··----- - . - . - --- ~ I 
- • - - • ' - . • -. __ -_ ·-: ~··· ----__::------------ _= -- - -- -·-=----:! 
---------i-R--.--*-12 1J1-.------eentre-l_ cylinders were -also c-as-t-to 9SS_1st in deter- · · -~ 
,I-
- - ! 
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,,.,' ... ,.-,.,-,-•. <,,, • .• , •. .,.-,.,.,..-. ..... - .. ·C•~·,..,,-,,, 1~•,o.,,_.., .... /,,.,oc---,-•··..,•'•'-•"f .. ,.-.• ,•' ,• 
., 
·"·······, ....... :.· 10. -·-- . -- -.... ·-. -·--··-------- .---. '·····-- --- ------·-
. · . 
. . 
. . . . 
.: . . . ;- . . 
r , 
•\' 
. .· ) - . . .. 
j I:!.-.. ~ 
lilO,ist cured f~r 5 to 7 cJ.ay;s- a~ng with the ·pds.h~ut specimen~: •. · They · 
.· . ·-· 
•••• '> • 
.. . , . 
,. 
' . . . . 
· were then s·trip1:ied· ·and. air cured uritil the day of -testing along 
with the.pushout specimens. 




Eight cylinders_ were ma·d~ · per bqtch. · Since two_:}:>~~-~h~~~------•-----~--..,.;.,.~"":_ __ ~=,-..· 7 ...... -~-~~-~--~--·a. ·~.-~-~..,,....._ .... ".~- . . -~=~-------r,-~ .. --·.r..-nu,,.,.,......, .... -
~· .... _o\ concrete wE!re required t~ cotnp1ete- three pt1Shout speci~ens, six-
teen cylinders were cast .for each. gr?u·p o_f s·pecimens·. The eight 
--
cylinders from each batch were ysed ·to determine fe _following con-




Compressiv,e Streng.th ( f' ) , 
C 
Modulus of -Elasticity (Ec) ~-
and pensity (w) 
.. Ten,sile St_rength ( f' ) 
. . sp:-












~- .---_-_,.- .... ~-···'· 
-
. . . . 
• 9 
· l'lle ·density of the conc_rete was determinec:I __ ~~o~ the weight 
and voitim~.- of the cylinders.. The. volume_ was computed from· the aver-
--




The cylinders that were used to det~rmin-e· .. the ·-concrete- com-. 
, 

















,• - . 
·· tes.t_ed as· descrioed. in--1\_STM Stand.li"r·a- ·C39· (Standa·rd M?thod ot·~'Test 
~--~-------------- ~----------- -- - - -- - - -- ____ _:____~~~----:-=--~~-
·. . ~-- =-~~==~-~-=~--=~--~~-.-!9-r ... compress fv,e ':st~Fengt--h of. _ Molded . Con ere t e Cy li-nder s ) • , . -_ . ---~ .. -~- - ---- . - --~--- - - ' ~ l 
. ... 
--·-
. ' •------' 
~ . 
. ~/· . ~ 
: . ' . f 
,i, 
.... 
·. ---... Tn~·-·--·modulus .of elasticity was .. obtained from -the comp;ress.ion_ 
I 
• ___ • ..,.._,· - ;- • -•~-:"•c-<-•: • 
I , 
-~ 
. ~·_, .... 
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. aging· compr~sso~_eter-with a 6-in .• gage length was ~ounted on the 
... . 
). 
__ . cylinder. During testing the dial gage was read. at ~each 10 .ktp 
. 
. load incr~ment, · which ccirres_ponded to a stress· increment of O. 35·3 a 
. 
. 
• - _ .... ~NC,_..,~~-...... ,.,,.......~.----~ The. modulus of elastic-ity was c~alculated· from the difference 
'- . . in readings at 10 and 50 kip~. Of.t·en the modulus of ela-stici ty is 
... 
taken as the tangent modulus at zero load. Obviously, this would l' 
., 
res·ult in slightly -higher values than_ the secant -modulus determined 
. 
from the deformat~~~o.t l? ~~ ~O kips. 
. -
• .. 4 '" 
_ .. 
. . The- -concrete tensile strength was obtained from split 
' 
cylind·er tes.ts ~s described in ~STM C.496 (~ethod of Test for Split-
. ting Tensile Strength of .M.olded Concrete Cylinders) • 
..... 
·2. 2 .• 2 Stud Shear Connectors 
All stud shear connectors were provid·ed ft,om· the same lot. 6 . • 
~~.~ : i~f ............. The phys~ical properties o~ the connectors were determined from 
' $1:a,ndard tension tests as descri-bed by AWS (3). · The ·test studs were 
,, '/ ~ . first ·welded to the flange of a 8vf40 section. Small 3-x 3· in. 
plates.: -were 'C.Ut· from the- .. flange with the -sttiq. centered o-n the pla·te. 
~ ., .. 
,' 
,· .. ,· .. -e-lement; •.. The studs were tested in tension by inserting th~ ~late 
· · ,'~ With Stud irito a test jig and~then pulling the assembly apart in a 
,· · .-.· . testing m,achine. -The -strain·s in ·the studs were ootained from two 
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, - -~ D 2. 3 - TEST PROCEDURE FOR PUSHOUT SPECIMENS · . --- ~ . 
- ,. 
' The two sided pushout sp~~imens we~ .. tested ·in a 300 k_ip 
. ,., 
;·..t. • • 
• 'fl 
. 
-· ... -. 
- . 
.:., ...... ·-· 
'•. ~· 
. ' 
.. . . 
. - .· 1'; ._,._,: . ·.:.··:(.:.:.:-: ·. 
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. - ',· ea:pacity hydraul-ic te,s-ting machine_. '!':he· '·$pecimens·, ·were: placed· 01) -. 
' 
- . J 
. . 
_··sheets ·o!~.rS-in~ · homosot·e in order to obtain a .. uniform load'· dis~' ._ , It.\ , 
··,.. , p. 
" " : . . . ' . .. 
. ( --
·tributi,on····on the· bearing sut'f ace .of tbe slabs. -
' - -. .' .. .. . 
-.-------- --- - --
. 
"'' 0 For -the· one. s-lab .s,pe·cimens from- th-e in·iti.al phase of stuay. -





a- manu~l pum.p was u.sed to a·pply the ·1oad. as illustrate·a in Fig •. _ 4. 
For the second- phase· it the program a michi_nE! pump was used to · . -
app~y the load as illustrated in Fig. S. This· permitted.a smoother 
. • -· 
. i:;... 
. ' ' 
rate of loadin9:· and provided ~reater accuracy when measuring the . 
ioad. During the. initial-phase pf_the study- it was observed that 
' 
-the slabs of .. the one s:ided sJ>ec.imens separated .from the .beams. 
.. ~ -
. Ther~fore, durii:ig the sec~nd phase stuaies, t:j.e rod·s were attached 
in order to minimize th_e_ s-lab. movement. Thi-s si·mulated the friction. - . .. . ~. 
. . 
.. 














I tha·t .resis.:ted- s;lab. -mc5V,ement· :tor .the two sl~b ;s·:pe·cimens. It also 






The test setup for. the prestressed one slab· specimens was 
- - ·- ·-------------·---- ·- - ---------------------------..... --.--·-------.·----------"-·:--··-.-------.. -·- .·---------""---"-"'"______ - -----
-- ---- -similar. - As seen ·in Fig •. 6 the· pres·t,ressing was applied by two 
.. 





· the tests .-










. ·casting.- The specimens were loaded in increments corresponding to . 
..c,.__ _ ___'._ __ 
--~----~ ---~::-:-:·----. l. 25 kip p~r co!lnecto:t'. ---·--·- ··-·-· ' The io·ad--was maintained constan,t at each 
...... ,' 
-.:_---,. . 










measured •. Pou~ ·o.001 ~n. ·aial gages, lo.cated·":at .the level of the-
·-




. lower. pairs· of conn~ctors, were used for· the -two slab specimen~, .. -··· 
I • . , 
and two gages were used for the· one slal>· specimens •. 
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·-.-·,···· .2 ... . . .·· · .. 13~ 
!Qne .sp;(cimen 
c-~ 
fr.om each g.ro.up. was. ·1oaded .. to. u.lt.imate: .. load 
··~ 
w·ithou-t un.loading. The • • remaining two .pushout • specimens were lc;,aded 
to __ approximate-ly the working load level for the connectors, then-
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-3-.li ,.~ CONTROL· TESTS.: 
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< ResJl_t.s · from . the conc.rete. cyl_ina-e-r te·s_ts a.~e. suJnmariz.ed-· -~-~-~ 
. ') . 
. .. 








_ ·m~n- are liste9 -iD Table·· 3. .This inctudes the conc~ete compr~SS·iVe· 
strength, f~, ~he split tensile _strength, f~, the modulus of · p 
o,;, eJ_asticity' EC, a~d the conc;pete densi·~y' w •. 
-·-: 
All l~ghtweight co.ncrete mixes -exc~pt: ... cc~- satisfied the 
• 
_requi-rements of· ASTM C33Q (Specifica-tions for, Ligl)tw-~·lght Aggregat·es 
for S:tructural Concrete) ( 2)-. The CC-- c_oncre.:te was;·composed of 
. ' 
lightweight coarse and fi.ne aggre·g-a.t·_es: a-nd did not : ..yield· a satis-, 
.. 
f ac'tory level Of split ten~ile }tr·ength. ASTM C330: requires an 
. . 
.. 




-.; concrete. The CC~ 9~!1~_r_':=te _ pro~!de~ <3: _ s:tr'.ehgth of_ ~44::,-.p~i. · -
-- . - - -' . • . tr' .. ' ---------
. \ 
Typical .load strain curv~s for the two · normal. we_ight con-





-t:ic modulus listed in Table 3 is the secant medulus for the interval 
. ' 
between 10 .. ~and SO, kips .• 
' -- --~-· - - ·--~ 
.: ·_ .. 
• 
/ 
. ... _, .............. ' 
. " 
_:_ -- . ._ -- - . · - ._ - - The. ultimate te·ns.ile ___ strength·s·--··of··-·the ____ s_tud--she-ar --conn-e~to~--· ----------:----· 
. ksi .for the 3/4 in.studs and 70 •. 2 ksi- for the 5/8 
·' 
. I 
., ___ ' , ... 
,. 
,,.' 1·• . ,. 
• • r,.-: 
. ' -7" ·.. ···-· -· 
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· .stl.'ain curves fqr two 3/4~in. and two 5/8 in. studs -are shown 1~ 
<I •••• , ,. <, ,, -• --· •• 
,· 
. ' 
. Fig. 8 •. · It is pro.bable t.hat the deviat~on from lin~_arity at very· · -. , , 
' ' . . 
~). . ...... 
low loads ·was due to bending in the stud shear. connector. .This 
which it· was weldec}:~ould result. in this behavio~--. 
.:-




. . " 
'· . 
3.2 PUSHOUT TESTS · ... -: 
( 
·~-·· 
3. 2 .1 Load-=-Slip Curves 
. 
Typical load-slip curves for a normal we~ght and a 1-ight-· ·•. .. ..~-
w~ight concrete _$specimen with two slaP,s are shown in F~g. 9 .•.. Both_ 
~ -:..... ~ 
~--
.. 
........ _;/_ - ----
- ·--· 
-ty.p.es of. concrete exhibited. substanti.al -ine·1astic oeforma-tion be· .. 
fore failure. After the ultimate strength had been reached and 
,/ 
unloading, started to occur, the .. slip dials w.ere :removed to prevent 
damage." At ultimate load, there was no· StJdden failure_ evident. 
- - ~ --=-'-'- ="---=-= - ,c 
- -· --~,-·-""- c- "Jtft~er·-~-:rnrth.er· defgrm~t-ibn acc0.mpanied~----oy a ··a·ecrease·· 1n load, failure 
- . 
·. was evidenqed by a_ shearing· off of the-. 's_tua· connectors or by fail-
-
' ure -in the· concrete slab. · · Furtbe·r :discu·ssion of the- failure modes .. 
- -=c·---- .. -· --·-·-- -----c...·. _;, -·--· ~=-----------·--- -----.;- - - ---- - ----.-.--- -·- = -
is given.in Art. 3.2.3. 
Figure 10· ·compare.s the four individual · s·lip dials for 
..• __ . ---=---... -.. , -~~ID~ t~ly._t~s am_e .. :t:.hmug:botlt.~thacc.Gompl;ete=.l.oad-.defuc:t'miiti-00,-histeP-y-ef# .. ~-· --- -
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. -The average ~oag-slip curves for a g~oup of three speci-
, ~· a :1, 
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" 
·t·es.ts ··and in E,.ig. 12· fo-r lightweight concre~e,pusho"ut -tests •. ·1·t ·. -
". ·! 
.. , is apparent that the average slip· curves a,/re" nearly the· sa-me for .. · .... 
'-. . 
. 
. each·- specimep. even though the maximum slip at·· ultimate lo.ad ·varies .• 
., ...... ~ ....... _....--, ... -........... -·~'"""--
The·· load:-slip relationsh.ip was not 9ff-ected by unloading and re-
...•. ,, .. u, .... -·---·-------· .--rcrading~espec-imensas illuStra ti<:i_:.iOF ig;:.::-11 ~~d--1~ . -This-. --·-
....... · . 
.. 
fact was also observed by Ch~nn ·( 9). 
\ .; . 
.... . .· 
,· 
. -
3.2.2 Ultimate strength of Stud Shear Conn~ctors 
The ultimate load pe.r connector for ea.ch pushout specimen 
.is ·1isted· in Table 3 tog .. e_ther with the corresponding .. vaiue of slip. 
. . 
~h~ ultimate loads did· not vary .signif-icantiy between the.· replicate 
.... 
To pr.o·:v:tde- qompar·ative·- ·d~ta· :and -cfs:sist with evaluating th~ · 
/\' :· 
·$ignif i.cance o~. the· :_'tes.t· yariables, ~Ve rage values- for each group 
;. •,·,,·.··--·-' •• •j ·1 ·1.•1 ., ••. 
of specimens. was determined. Table 5 provides ·an indication of the 
" effect -o·f ~he ty_pe _ of _ §ggreg.ate; and: -the- de~n~it-y ef e.or1:c~et~el on the 
connector strength. Obviously other va~iables _such as the concrete 
---~compressive· .st:rength, split tensile strength and modulus of elas-~. 
-
"':."·.• 
ticity may have }lad an effect o:n the ul:tima·te s-hear strength. It \ 
. 
is apparent that the conne·ctor .strengths were decreased about 22% . ., 
when· the conneccors were embedded i-n light~eight co_ncrete. The 
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- --~ _________ .;.:_~~---
-------. 
Two series· of tests P;'QV_i9eJl · arf ind~ication---of ~whe-th-e-P --er-=- ~-- -- __ ------~ - . 
. 
~ ~ not- the -connector st~e11,gth was affected by embedding-one or two pairs_· . . 
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, {, --- ' 1· ,..··o· ·. • 
of·· -·connectors · in each slab. . The ·results .are --s·ummarized · in Table 6. .: 
~! 
·_one normal weight aggreg_ate · (Type B) and on~··sand~d lightweight 
. . 
•I 
ag:gregat.e (Type E). were s-elee-ted. fcir this. ~~tudy •. -T-he c0ncrete -
. 
prop~rt1es-·were· nearly identical for eaclf type ___ p_f _ _spec-imen. - It. 
- . . 
·"'·'"····-.... , ... ,., .. 
If., it is assumed that the· strength of the shear connec-. -
' . 
. . - . . . 
··t,ion is proportional 'to the· riomina:l:.c:cos-s-section.a-1 area (A , .. 6f 
.. s 
. -~. ' 
t:he stud connector, .. the average shear stres.s can. be compared fo_r .· 
, 
the various diameter stud·s. The average ultimate· shear stress was 
' d,etermin_ed by divid1.ng the shear strength-Q,i by the: nominal con-
• 
ne.ctor are-a A • s . 
'----·· 
In. this st·udy' the ·t·-ens.ile strertgt:h:s, of cill the 5/8 in • 
. and ,3/·4. in ... : ·c·o·-nnect(Jrs. w·ere ·the same .(approxim~_tely 70. 7 ksi). 
. . - . . . . 
·aenc·e the ·res:·ul·t.s :of: th.e~ 1:es-t·s· on dif f.e·rent ct·iaineter connectors 
· p;['ovide_d:. dire~t information on. the .influence of·· eo·nnector -diameter. 
·The r:esults are summariz'ed in T·able 7.. Stud conrtec-tors of both 
-s::izes were embedded in·., the. two normal :weight: con·cretes _ and one 
t' ' 
- -
].i-g:h~tweight- 1 cq-ncrete: ...... ~..:.cc T!h-9- -. con·cP-et:e- ... :prGp~l'lt·i e,s --we,pe-7 ---~oot--~he----same-
. i ' 
f_or · the lightweight concrete s.pecirriens ., T.h·e nor~al weight concret.e 
speCiJ!len~ Wit·h 3/4 in~ c9nnectors ·had g·~~ater compressive strengths . 
. TJle. result.s show-no significant deviation· in- the.- ·eonnecfo~ $hear· 
.,, llili,' 1.,1+,.___: •• n 
. . 
. --·-· ·<o .. 
. 7" ;•. ·:,. 
' 
•' ' , .. :··1 
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-
-
_ -The. ·effec·t. :of s·pecimen type was ·also examined. - The res~lts-· -
---~---.. -- --·-· ···--·-----·-- ---·--···-·•·'----·------·-·-···~ .. -··-·--··-- . . .. _----_ ---r'--·- . -~~----··-· -----· ,. ______ ---- -----,-------------------- ----· ·--·---··- --- ---
-
-
. . . 
. . 
a-re . summarized·· in- Table 8 .-- The .. comparisons =are- for-che ·standard -~ 
-'I" • • • • .... • • 
-·· -
-· J ..... t.' . 
-
··two qla·b -pushout--· specim~ns· and the. one -·s1aJ,_ pu_shoff spe·c"j.mel)s. 
. ,, 
: .p.· 
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., puring. the ·testang .of., the- f.irSt··groups-of- one slab. spec_; . .. _!..__!. ---·· --·. ---~ 
- .. \-
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, r ·, 
. ·: . . . - : : . ,, - . " : ' . - . . . ' . .. . . . 
-
. -
. · imens it. was -observ~d that the ,load alignment:·was-_difficult. .. to 
. · .. '.'·' 
. 
- . - ,, 
. ma.i·n:t:a.in. and· the- slab. -tended to pry-up which furt-he!' agg~_avated the.-
. ~ . ·-\_ alignment. Thi·s produced a substal)tial reduction in the apparent ----- .... 
. 
. ·- ------·--·-- - ---~---- - ------------ ·------- -
.. _ .......... . 
















for ·the normal we1j,ght concrete -spe.qimens· and· 17% for_ the. lightweight -
conc~ete:specimens • 
& . 
A secon9 series of tes.ts· .was :per:formed bwith an improved 
. 
test set-up. The .slab was restrained 'to prevent .separation from 
:th~ _steel beam which aggrava.ted the loa~ alignment. No signifi-
.c-a:.nt -improvement in the apparent connec'tor. strength w~s obtained 




~labs ·na-s. ;provided a -~ower ·bounc;:l- to the shear ,connector strength 
· of stud.s installed in beams (1+), ther~ ap·pea:cfs :no _reas9n to consider 
___ a ,~pecimen ·which l)I'OO"u:ees~---a,-fttr"t:he-~-::re·duct-±on-fn- -strength. Hence, . 
.· ~he iesults of these specimens are riot cort&iaered in subsequent 
evaluations: o!- the .. _design f_actors. 
Qne seri:es of lightweight concrete·_ s·-p~oi.men$ -was pre-
-
:·s.tressed ·to simu_late the· compression f.orces-_ that 'exist in beam 
:.slabs when the beam is ·subjected to bending.- · 9ne s1a·b pushoff · 
•, 
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-V,C• l ~ 
-·-increase in- the shear conne·ct.o!'_. strengt-h ·was achieved· as. -illu·strated 
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•:.i. •, ·• ./ 
_ Mos-t ... spe.cimens we-re s-ubjected to··-additional loading and · 
• ·•0 d·efor,mation after ·the ultimate load was ·reached •. Often s],ab. cracks 
. were visible· just· .after· ultimate load~ wa·s reached\ as illu?t.rated in=.::. :....__.,_-~-~ ....... ?'-· • • • • . • • .· . ----~·- • • ·.. .• • •• : .. ---·-. ~----~~.-,--...,,....,ff-. ••"'"""'-·· r,'"<'~-~~~,\~•r,-0...,._ ......... ~. 0,,..,.,...IT""'•~,...-,,,0~,-..,,.....,.,......~ ...... 0 .. '.. ' 0 
.......,,,...,=.,_..,...,.,......,.,..r'LTl"'-.,..,,c••»•~C~---••,,_.........,,..,....,.,T",~-~,·.,..,-ST.~•-,r...,..,..,,,,~-,•'.'"J,.., .. ,r.,,.-
--~ F ii.· 13~ · · The~-~10ad~g was normally corltinued until one or_ f oth . 
slaps s.~p·arate-d fr9m the -steel~ b~am. This· occurred at slips ·which . 
• 
. ' 
were es-timated- to vary- between 0.6. in. and l -in. There were basi- . 
. 
·-cally two failure ill.odes obse·rved. In one, the studs were sheared. 





-.-----,__ s,econd mode was. concrete. failure in the region· of -the shear con~ 
nee-tors •. In many cases both modes· of fai.lures were observed in · 
<. 
·:. ..• -------· 
·..a..• . 





Specime~ J\~+2,· which had ,normal weight coficrete slabs, 
. 
' exh:ib.it~d the- typical stu~ f~ilure •. Fig. 14 shows the four studs 
that we.re embedde.d in one slab ·which sheared off. The othe.r slab . 
, 
'/ 
~_:_---· ~·-·,-~.~-..:_:· ~·· -----=---~~-~~~-~:-:-----:-;---:-----:~~- ---~---"' c was still connected to the steel beam. Th·e .photograph· also indi-
/,... 
. 
cates that the studs did not. shear off a.t the same slip levels· since 
tp.e gap·s-·be.tween th~- studs and the ~lab are not the same- size indi-· 
cati·ng · that' different amounts of plastic deformation ()CCUl:'red. A . 
-close-up"··view of the upper two connectors· of specimen A~+2 is 
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nectars due . to-- the height .of the·· weld at the stud bas~. 
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•· - ---~ ·· · Off gonnectors · embedded · in lightweight · conc:L'e.te is · shown · in . Fig~· 16. 
.. 
. -..: ... 
It · is a.pparent that the? .. gap aboye _ the. ·s~µq.s is ·much larger ·in the c\ 
; ............. lightweight concrete. . This · indicates· that the studs sheared off at 
II' 
V 
.',,. ,, ... 
weight concrete specime~s. It is· appar_ent. from. F .. igs. 15. and 16 · J 
. 
that the slab with lightweight conc:rete experienced greater damag.e 
than the normal weight concrete ·slab. · 
\·.. . ~-
Several. speci·mens which exhibited ·concrete failures are 
\ shown in Figs. 17 t_hrough 20. The connectors were. pulled out of 
6 the slab togeth~_r with a -wedge. o:f concrete~ Both norm~l weight 
and lightweight poncrete s:labs haa . wedges· ot similar shapes pulled 
~·· . 
4 -out of· the slab.. The cracks in the slabs were more numerous and 
. 








. Many sp~.c·i.mens exhibited both· types of f~ailure modes for 
' 
. ' 
_ .- -~--- . ______ ______..th.e---same---s-l-~ as illustrated···in Figs·~ .. _ 17 ana--r8~- ... When th-is· occurred, 




top pair of conn~ctors pulle!i out. This indicates that .the connect-
ors tended to _shear--off when there was compression. in. the slab and 
.. 
---' restrai~t to. sepa·ration of the slab. 
. ···-. ~ ·- --,-------=----connectors. shear.ed off was- slightly higher than the" -lo,a~l' .. obt_ained.. .c.:2 ...... ___ · -·;·---. ··__,_ _ _ _ .. .. . -~---,-· --..,.-.. -~ · ---==c-.·~c ·-· .. ·, 
· · · · 
. ~ .......... ·-:-_ ---·.===== 
------,--~~---- -- --· --- - ---- ----· ------ ~ -.-------·---, -:-,--------· ... -
. . from · specimens ·which l}ad·c-a;1:1--connect~rs '-pµ~;Lled out of- the s-lab. 
. . ' 
. Most ·specimens exhibited. both,. kinds· of failure modes.·. Their 
. ' .. 
.,,,_, 
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· · ul.tJmat~ 'loads were directly comparabie to ·those· obta;i,ned from th8 ·- . 
. :... .. 
,,, 
- -- . -
Therefore· no,. significa·nt · relationship _ two,, distinct failure 'modesJ. 
J. • . ,·· 
' <;i. 
. . 
'-..:·· . . ,, . . . ' 
could--be, determined from the ·failure modes. o·bserve.d for the· two . ·-
- . ' . ·, ·:. . . ',: ,: ': 
.. ''. . 
. ,. ( 
.,..,, ____ .......... ,. ........... -·· 
' 
.·· _s~a·b .- pQshout s pecimerts. _:-,...: 
·; 
. . 




. . ., 
The pushout specimens with only one pair ·of connectors 
' . 
< . • 
• 6 in each slab a·11 failed by sheari,ig off t~e s_tuds as illustrated . 
. ,, .. ''". 
-in Fig. 21. One reason for this observation could· be· that the dis-
tance from th_e studs to the end of the slab was· greater and the 
. ' 
slab force smaller. .A"lso,. since the rei.nforcement in the slab was . 
' 4~- " 
identical to th~t used_ in- the other specimens, more reinforcement 
would· be availaJ?le per ~onne-ctor. b Howeve·r,. the ult~ate s-hear 
), 
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. ·· 4-;T.1 Rel~tionship Between Tensile ~~ .• ~ompresvs.!y~-· St~eng:th:L .. -~' .',--~: - \~"r., · · -_ ···.···· 
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The concrete split tensile strength · (f' ) is often re:.. 
Sp, 
lated to the compressive strength (f '). 
-c The- relationship, c-an be 
expres·sed as 
· ·'f· 1· ~ · :F -rrr-
-. . - . ~ .L ~ 





Winter et al..· (31) have sugges,ted a vaJ.ua for F of 6 to. 7 for 
sp 
·normal weight Concrete when f '· and F . are in Ps:L When these 
-· · .- C Sp . _ _ 
· quantities are given in ~ksi the relationship becomes: . 
-..-




Figure 22 summarizes the results trom .thj_s study. The ~t~B&i±e ~- · - ' 
-----C:...-~-~,...-·- ----~~--~~-




strength is plotted as a function of the square root of the com-
pressive strength of the concrete. 'Th~regression. equation 




f ' = 0 . 218 .fr! 




/ -·--- - _/' 
The resulting tensile strength is 15% higher than the vaµ:(e given 
by Eq:. 2. 
' For the lightweight ·concrete.specim~ns the mean re:.. • ·-...c. ------
. . 
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.. . I ,. ·. . .. . '•. ,, .. 
' . 
/ ... 
· Earlier studies, at UniirerSity o·f Missouri by Gupta ·(IS) yielded the_ · 
. -- - - ~ _[ --- ' • • . ;_ "j,;,,r - .-
relationship· . . . . . ........ ______ _ 
. ·, 
-
.. . - . 
. f'. .::: .. 0.:15 rn-
·s p . t/ .L'c . ·(s)·. . . ' ,, -
'· . 
- ' -~-~~~~ ........ -4· ii>--~OJ:!Z!elat.e=S~~Peas-ea~lj1~3=l=witb the results· - · ·aurtng . · 
•. 
this study. -, ..... ~········ ........... ~~··". 
.. 
• \.." . ,, . 
If the values for the_uI1Sandedc. aggregate ~re neg],ected, 
,.._. 
,'I( 
. . / 
the vari_a~tion is seen to-.be abo;ut the same .·for both normal -weight 
. ;
-~·-· 
. - . - --~--.-,--··------··--··-··----·------•ii 
• ;_I 
' ' . ~ - -.- --~ . 
and lightw·eight concrete. · Ignori-ng these lower values is reason-
. . . . . I 







1 C330 ( 2.) • 
-·. ( concrete. 







.. 4.1. 2 Modulus of Elas.ticity .. _. 
I 
.... 
The measured modulus of elasticity of the concrete was 
J 
.• "'--=------=-=--c-==---.-----=--------=------ -=--=--------,--:c.=c·O"·=-..,c-=:=.- - , 








compared with -the tangent modulus of ela.sticity suggested by ACI • 
. The ACI vcilue is a function of the concrete compressive strength 
.-
(' f c') and the· dens.ity of concrete. (w). · When the units· of f' and E' 
. . . C C 
• 
are expr·essed in ksi and the· density w is in 'pcf, E' ·can be ex-
c 
, pressed a8) " 
. ,,; ... 
E' = l.043·w3/ 2 f: 11/ 2 C C . (6)*.--(~si) 
·~· 
' 
--·-----·-----··-- ·- = 
--- ------·-· --",-------· .. 
fo~td'i::t- becomes•- · 
. . .. .. -·· 
. ---- -- -
. ---- -------------------
' -------
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l }. 
. · .. . 
r 
'-' . . •-. 
I· 
, .... ,.,,.,, .. ,,_, -
~ .. 
- - - - ... - - -------- ---~--· -----·------ --·-··--- --····' ,· . . . 
.. . - ~ 
. . 
1.----·-··-·····----,--------~· ---·--····· ·--·-····--:-~-··---------'. .. ___ . -·-··--····-- -------· ,----·----- '------~---- . __ -----· .·.· -----' -,_____-----~-~ -- ---··---···--·-·- ·--- --. ·- . -·-'--·-···- .. -·--------~----· ·.· ·- - ' ----- ----
. -
.. , . 
-- .. -The measured-. Jriodtili· ,(E··) are ·plo:tted-ag-ains'.t the c·alculated: 
• . . .· . . . . . _· . • - , . C:::-::·~-------- - . -· - . . ·_ . . ,,· . , . . . . . _.: , - ..... 
. .'!'fi 
.. .~ . ' 
-, -- ._, .modulus. of e_lasticity .(E !·) in Fig.-· 23 •- The mean-,_ regression equ~tion . 
- . . C . ., .. . . , 
"' · .. · · · ··r1 · · " LJ 
.• · f9r al.l .the test data yielded the reJ.ationship · . ._. . · . 
• 
·-
' . . 
... 
· ·· -- · · · · -~ "... E, _ = o.,,aa E' ---·· (ksi) :.. -.- f1l 
-----,--~-__,.......-"------=------'-----'-----_--(! , ~--------·-·-&-----~·- \' -·. ·------- ·--.....-r--·---·· -~ 
. i 
·... . 
· The var·iation abo-ut the mean regr-ession line is relat·ively small~ ., i 
. . 
for both the normal. weight and· lightweight concretes. 
. . . . -
The scatter 
-
of the data is comparable to the sca:cter in Ref. ( 19) where the ACI 





-re-lat±onsh-i--n:=-,wa-s----develun-Pd.'"°'----T~--ratio E -/E~,--~r~es--from -=8~ "1=8 ·toe,~~=-------- ---------- -- --- -- 1: 
· · ... J:'.- . · -.t'- · . C C ....... •-::, "---" _ I 
.. L ~ 
1.00 ·with an average of o •. 88 for. the normal weight concrete. The 
---
range is from 0.70 to 1.14 with an average of 0.88 ·for· the light-
. . . ,,,.-
,I 
I 
v . . • k.f-. •. t • 
_________ __:________ ·ri__ ___________ we 1-9'-1--1~--COn-Gree. --
; .-
------- ·-- - ~·- -- - --· ----- -
,1 
The measured moduli are· · about 12% :s:mailer ·than·~ the calcu-
... :__._ 
. -
lated· value·s because t·he·- .se.ccant .moduli was used to _det_ermine its- . 
' I 
-value while the calculat·ed values define a tangent modulus. 
·-4.2 · -ULTIMATE LOADS AS A FUNC'l1ION OF INDIVIDUAL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
. ' . 
. . . - ' -.......... -- ' . . -
• . J . 
- : 'I 
In order to compare. the ult.imate loads from all the spec-
imens includiilg different_ connector sizes the average shear s·trength 




- . "~ . 
·Earlie~· studies have also used _the- aver·age shear 
. it-r:.-----------~·~--.. -·---------------·--·-- 1:_ • .. - ·-- • 
















study were all furnished ~rom the· same lot. As noted· in Table 4-~-
- . ' 
- .. 
-~- ··---------·-· 
---------~- ... - -~----------·--- ...... --·- ---- -----~-- -~------- ·---~--------------:_~~ ---- ------'---ie--- -.-----------_.,,;, -- - . --------- -- -- . . --
-. -, were also furnis-hed from one lot and had about the· same tens·ile .-
·-". 
--- . . 
" . .- .-: .... -. .. 
. strength (·7-0·.2 kS'i}.:-
• 
··" ' 
' ... . ····- -;~<-- --:": ·, .. , .;:._-· -~ . 
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• I ' • • 
·----"~.-, .... -~-·--·--- _·:=___ . . ....... , .. ::-· -- - -- ---/ • - - . - . . . . . . • ... _·,, " .· . ' . ,. • "t·'" 
· - -· · · .. s· • · h t · ·1 h .- - · t· · .i: h ~ · 
-.. -------.--,-~--c--~-~-"-'--.---.----:·--- - : -. - ince t e. ma -er1a . C _. aract.e:I'1S lCS ··. OL--· t'- -e-~i!Onere:c:e~7.·Were·· · 
. ·. · · - . • · carefully determµled throughout this Study°' it· was. desir;ble to 
·- .. determine ·whether or not· the connector str_ength. and th~ measured 
..... ·concrete p;operties could:. be correlated. The properties-·-of concrete 
- - ~ . ..,.., ____ , 
s,trength, - the modu .. lus of elasticity, .. and the un.it weig,ht· of concret-e .• 
"l1111,J1,J11 
. 
. . . ... ~ Each is eompared with .the pushout ·r~sults i·n the fo,llowing sections • 
-
. ~·. 
· Since the· one· slab· S'pecimens yielded loads which were 
~-~- , 
--- ·• ~~- -----·----·------- . - inucrr--iower chan ... tne. two:_~ ioea-sp-ecimerts ·they wer~ hot __ :cofisider-ecr----------~----_-·--·---~--------~ 
• 
in the evaluation. 
...... • 
4.2.1 Shear Strength as a Pt.J:r->.oti.on.,of. Cqnqret~_ Comp~essive~.$trength 
' ... 
Previous .-·studies :tsy Slutter and Driscoll ( 23) had related .. 
"' 
.-J: -. 
, th·e coi:in:~-ctor shear strengt.h to t.ne compr_essive strength of concrete. 
-·· The relations.hip .suggested by Viest .. ('29) for u:seful ~a.pag.ity was 
.•.. _ -·. 
'J 
uiodi.·f·ied .and us·-e·a. 
• •· . . j .~ 
··, This resulted in t·he" relationsr.iip . 
; 2 . Q = ·a. 930 a Ir'! · 
U - C 
(kips) . (8) 
-- for the· shE;ar- strength of stud coiib.ectors. The unit for f' is psi. 
C 
Q Wheri f' · is -in ksi and A· is substituted for d2, ··the equation_ becomes: 
<r'-,' C S - · 
• 
---=-- -~~--eo.,..·-,----·~..,· .......,.,-~~.,....,..,,....-- ....._,..,.. _,-,..~-=---· .----, .. ..:_ --.----· 
-
. ---- ------ ·------- --------------
:- Q = 37.45 /F!9 A 
___ _ U · C S (kips) (9) .· 
. . , 
. - -----··-·-······--·--·-·--·-···- ----- ------·----- ... -- ... . .... --·-··· ---·-····--- ----· ----- -- ---- - -----------·------···-···---- '-------•-· ----------··--·--·--·-------------------------· 
~~ 
- ~ . ,·.·-=· -- - _ .... ~_-,--=,-_ 
.. ----"-=------ -.- . - __ :..:_ . :..::...---=--=-----=--=--.:::=~:::--~-----·. __:____~·--· --=-=-~-=----=-:__-=--=----=-- -_·. -_:-_ - -- __:_-- --=- •- - - . -··. - . ". .. -- .. --- ..... - -- . - -- .. " ····-· .. - -------= ---------~::':..~~~-" ,:. --~=-··" .. -- ........-----..- _. _ -- "-----·- -------~ -~ ----.-. ~. :-~ ·-····=--: ....... : _.:..:__...:.::__ ~- - _- __ ... - --- - - -- ~-- ,-· .-:-- .... :-·--:. ~-: 
----- ------~ - The---:ees-u-l-'t-s--el- th1s -s-t-t:1ay--are=-p10-t-t-eti---as -a funct--ion-:o-f--t-he ---
--.. 
"<.'i(I -
· _ square -root~ of the. compress·ive strength _of concrete i~ Fig. 24 to ........ --· 
-· 
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26 _,_ • ~···· .... -
. 
I '-,, ~ .. ,..,~ '-" 
~ ... V',1 ... , .... ,, ... ,... 
. .... . 
-.-- - ~·-· -- =-. ~--,cc.a:s:eePt~in-,-wh-eu;h~r-~or no:t -this . vel-at:i:onslr:tp_._ w.aS-·-cl.PRli-cable :to th~·s,·· . ·-~ ---------·----· --
~ 
. I 
· study. : It is visually apparent· that th.e relationsh:ip is not. in 
' • f,l. .<'· ,' ···~· ~- --··---·-··· .·• -·· 
. . ... · 
.. 
. 
------"·agr~ement with th~ re·_sults of this stutjy. 
. " . -
. . " 
-'-
.·Ari·_ examination of the te-st · data does indic·ate a. decrease 
-__.........;...~---:----"-~-· ~--·--" - - . _· . ~~-. ~' - . f . . in, "Connector strength when the _concrete strength d~creases s.ubstari-
• 
. 
tially. Howev.er, no def~nite ·tr~nd is .apparent fop the concrete 
. . I 
. strengths _between 3.S', and 5.0 ksi for either-·-normal weight or light-
-- "·- ------- ___ · - _, _________ ---- - -- --- -- ---·-:-·------- - ----- - -~ ' . . . 
/ 
. ... ·':· 
. 4.2.2 Shear· $trength as a Function of Concrete Tensile Strength 
Figur·e 25 compare~ t.he average .. sh~~-~---~}I_'~~~tfl: C?f _the stud 
------- ----- - -------~----- - -~ -
~·--------~-----
., 
connectors w·ith the split tensile strength of the concrete. No 





·normal. weight concrete $peci.mens do indicat_e a decrease in connector 
s_hear·-··strength with a decrease in· split .. ;--tensile str~ngth. Ta.ken 
-- -- -
,. together,~arr·-·crata pr-ovide a trend of de-creasing ~J1ear strength 
with a dec:rea-se i-a ten.silErstr·e~'l:tt.-. -Th-e veriabi-1---ity of the test 
data is obviously_ very., .large~-
,. 
· 4.:2 .• -.3· Shear Strength .as a Function of Concrete D~nsity. 
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c·reasing J.~ear connector s'trength with. _a decrease in concr_ete den·sity •. ., 
. 
. 
-.- ----. -----.. ~____::::::::-...::. 
-_4·,. 2 .A.---- Sil~-~~~n,~~~s-a-Fnnet~-Ct,-ru;i:'ete-~_Mad!}:J;:rr~~<'.?1- El~s:~i~ccr~y 
. . \__ 
'i'he. relationship between the shear st·rength and the ·measured 
f 
' 
.co<ricrete modulus ·of el_asticity is summari.zed in Fig. 27. Good car-
relation is evident for both the no·:P.rn_al ,weight and-- lightweight con- .. 
Since the conc.ret'·e modulµs o·t elasticity wa:·$. -:in reasonable · ·· 
.. 
.. _agreement with the ya·1ue sugg~s~ed by ~G_I._, ~h.~ qompr_e.ss_ive_ strength - - -- - -- -- ·- ,-- -- . -- - ------- --- ·-------·-_.---- - --- . -- - -:- - --
. ' 
and dens·ity 1of con·crete could a·lso. be used- ·to determine -the modulus 
- - -- ---- -----------·----




and provide._ er co~p·arable relationship. However-,· -·the· re~latiohsnip . . 





":4. 3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONNECTOR SHEAR STRENGTH AND CONCRETE 
PROPERTIES 
•! 
---, ·,----~-- ·-· -- . ---··-
-
-- ... ---------- ----~--~-. - -4 . .-3. I · Multiple Regression Analyses 
\ In order to --obtain_ an empirical relationship :between the 
. ulti·mate shear··-·strength•of 'a ~st~d :c~fin~~tor and the mate'rial proper~-.~ . . ~ 
'----11 .. 
. 





, ~- . _ .fit) -~wa~ mad~.· The .51~ ~lab_ p1ushout specimens ~~-r~--used. The 
~·.·~-.:=- :c···- ·· -~=~~~!!~.~~e~;~~~s-t~~~ C~s_e_d:·.;s·-i;.~· ~~a~~~ variahl.V, and~e· -~CCC• C ···•~ 
. .& 
-measured concrete pro-perties were consfaered as -independent variables. _ 
~ . _,,- ;.., 
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_ ·sidered all co-ncrete propertie_s<i was initially __ selected •. 
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-In order t;o obtain linear ·equations for_ the _ regr:es s io·n analy·s··is -the -
. . 
.· ,.,,,,, ~del was\!, linearized by making a logarithmic transformation. This 
resulted in: 
Q . 
u log <r) = log: _e + ·a'( log f') + b( log f' ) _ + __ g_( lq_~--~ _) -1: __ }:!(J-9g __ ~)-~ ___ -_(ll) _ ~ ---~--- ---------
__ c:-=-~~-~--· -c-;· ------ _C· ---·---·- ----- Sp--- . __ :e, , . s 
. 
- - . -- --------- - -- - - ----- - -----,-
' 
.. 
This trans-formation changes the -regression analysis so that the 
. . 
. .. 
swm of the squares of the logarithm of the residuals (:E' (log 6) 2 ) 
--
are minimized, instea:d of th:e: -surn C)f --tne· -~qµ~res··.,.of the residuals·------ __ ,--~----- "' 
. . 2 
.(·L ('1 ) ) • . 
.. 
The results of· the regression -artalysi~ y-iele;;l.ed. the_ ex-
ponents shown in Eq. 12 1 (Model 1): . 
-·""-~--- , ..... 




T11e· -standard error ·of esti1nat~:, th-e---correlation-r ·coefficient;--·-and-- ---
• the- coeff-ici·erit· e w-ere -d-etermined from a subs_equ.ent analysis. The 
-. -
• 
product -o-f ·the. c.on-c~ete 'properties, rais-ed to ~the,ir individual -
powers was. conside.red as c;,ne· independent variable, and the shear 
a coefficient of correJ_ation (r) of 0.897~ The mean_ regressiorr · 
- - - - - . 
- . JSI 
.. 
.-
. ,,,,, .. , •...... 
-·- --- ---···· 
- . 
----------------- -- ---------
~•·•-, ... },-, .,., 
'"-~-~--.,., 
.... ,., .. 
------------~---- -- ·_ l1rrEf-nctS~n----i~terce-pt- ·t IJ.·~-w-rm=rne-o rain:a~e- _ axis=~~or=7:-_:2---Cks'°i ;:_c=~~:±f==--~c, ______ --,., ------~-
·--.........:s 
th~ ~eg~ession line is forced througn the origin, the coefficient 
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r. · .... ,., .... · ... , kO UJ.l/1:lft l/1 I.J 
,· .. 
- - ---- --·-- '_. __ i:.. -·-"'"!-··-·· -· -
,, - ·--~ -- .--.-- ·------e~ b.ecomes-1. 15·9·-- a:rt~i:- t-he -standard, erro·r _ of e-stima0te (S:.-O .• ·) -·3 .• 42·· ksi. 
• r ' ' I 
• ( . • • • • 
•• • ,C!I. • d. • . • 




~ analysis· yielded a n.egative ··exponent for the· concrete 





-One group of specimens (C-) had a· .concrete_ tensile strength equal 
- . 
to Q. 23 to -0-.-26- ksi-· which is less than the minimum required ten- · 
_, 
stle strength for structural lightweight concrete (f' ... = 0.29 ksi)· ·. · ;· 
. _ _ _ _ . 
__ 
_ ________ .. ·--·-·----·-·-----· ;- ..... _ ···-··---~-------------------5-P,- m1J1- ·- ------····-··- - .- -·- --·- -·''- -----·-.--- -----·-• - . ------ -- ~ ~-- ""T" - - • ""• .' • • • ,.., - -- - os• • ~- • 




y.ields ·exponents: whl:ch are only .slightly dif::ferent. Due to the· in~ ~ 
verse· effect o·t f' the u.se· of Model 1 (Eq_. 1·2) .does not a pp.ear . i. . . 
· ~P, 
... -- ~--- - --- -
.. d·esirable. 
.o 
- . .. 
. :.Ras:ult$. :frpm. re~tr;ession analy·ses ·Using all po_ssible com- I 
t 
.~r.e: S,\lmmariz:ed· in Tabl·e· 9. · .The larg~st coeff icieftt of correlation 
wa,s.,. ·obtained witJ1 .·Model. 1. w:hich considered: all .,variables. However, 
... 






whic;h igno!"E!d the split tensile strength, f~p'·provided·nearly 
i I --- .: 
·identical values of ·the coeff-ic~e-nt of corr.elation .,(0.859 - 0.886). " 
It is also apparent that" including the--concrete density had a 
negligible effeqt on the correlation coefficient since Model 3 
.. 
- -- =-






. ·, ,, When only -two .variables :were co.n.sici-ered - -~--wi-t~~de~--~=~~~=~----·--:·-~~~-:-~~~~~1 -·--------~="~~---="===='=-= c.-:cc-===-- -, -=--~~-===c====.c..-==-----'-----cc--==-~'~c. . . ·-- "-'--"~·~'=-==':...c_.. 
-cccccc' .. -.J.====-=·---·------. -·---·-·-----·---· ~-- ---·=. [ - ;.__ ~ ... • 
.r '. 
I------=---,----
- ·-· -- ·-· .... -- .. ~ .. --~ - ---------- ·---··-
f 
~-=·====~ 
3 ana-~-4 -the combination of compressiie s-trengtJ1 and-- modulus of elas~ 1 . ' '• ~" - . . 
·-·-,-----.- -
ticity provided :-a better fit than the combination of compress·ive 
.,, 
., 
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and 4 are listed in Table 10. The test data are compared with. the 
"'"'"";.::.'.'.!~/'""' 
} . ' 
, mat_hematical model~ in Figs. 30 · ap~ 31. _ The figures also .. include -· 
. -
" . 
- ~ : 
. 
,two extra _sp_ecimens te~ted at Lehigh (AA+4 and EE+~) and 5 speci-- ,.... 0 • 'la - '~ ,, '\ • '\ ,, -. ,, '• •" ' ' 
. - ... .,,hp =•·--, - . . . - ' . 
',. ·.' .·.->', .••• .- .... ·;.'.· • .:_.:_-.~ .. -.. ..:.:. •• ~----,,~,_:_·: 
....... 
.. 
~ . " 
_______ -, -
... ,.~-···- -~- --------------~~~~--. . -- - -------~· -· 
-mens tested at Uni:versity of Missouri. The. sp.eaimens w~r-e. of sam~ 
·-geometry -as. th~---other pushout specimens. . Ail models provideQ a 
-· .. . . I 
1"1111,,1,,,_.!• . 
reasonable fit to the test data • 
•• 









. \.._ . 
Since it is desirable·to use more convenient exponents, 
q.na:;1yses were a~so made to ·dete~mine the ef-fect ··of rounding the e~-=---- _ . . 
- --;·-·· --- -- ---··--·--L~---·--·-··------·-··-·-------- . 
·· 'ponents that were· obtaineq. for Mode~.s 3 and 4. 
,· 
.. Several ·se.t--s- ·cif e_.xponen:ts were examined ~for ·-e·ach ,model. The 
• :, 
result of the -~nalyses are listed in .Ta-ble 11. Rounding the. expon-
-
~-·· 
ents decreased the coeff·icient of car-relation by less than 1. 7%.~·-· 
" 
. 
· :Hence, the expofients .c·an be r.ou-nded--off without significantly in- i. \ ' ' 
·fluenciag the fit to· the t.est data • 
... -··-~- . ·a-- -----'---~-~~--------'----· 
--~---- --- -- --- " - --+--.-... ~ -~-
. Model 3CA). _-yi_elded the" 'smalle·st standard" error of estimate 
·C?-nd.intercept. The sta_ndard error of es~~ate -~~~ _ 14:% _Jiig_her for --- _., -
-
- - ------~.:::::-:. .. ~-
-" 
-Model. 3(G)' although the -coefficient of correlation wa·s not· greatly 
... ~-;,,, 
. 
_ _ different for either model_. _Model 3(C) has the· significan-t adv-an-
--- .,,--------c---c---~ 
tage -that it is ~imensionally cor~ct ~-. Model 4(A)-· yielded a stand-. -
. ·- ·- -- -,,- - .. -
. 
-




t~ined .for_ Model 3(C). -~ Models ·4(B) and 14(C) both y1elded larger 
·" .. standard: erro.r of-. estimates" and coef f i-.cients .of -correlation. 
. . · . 
. , ..... ' 
.... , 
'·,, ............ .... 
. "i. ;' ··.':.! 
• 
---- .'::) 
•• , •'9 
.. 
,_i{~~-=~-~.;;.,:.~:t~~1i:1[-it;''. 'airttir i. l~IP.".R1Vli,'· .... . ·1:r,11·• , ... Ji..J' t;W·~· ! I_ L . • 
·-1 . 
. .... . 
... ( ., ' 
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. ! . 
:rhe · test aata- are GOmparecf·with Model ·3(CJ in Fig. · 3.2~ ··· ··~ .. · •·· · · ·.• • · .. · . · · .• · .·· ·.· .·· 
the least'. square.s fit to the test data including· .. 
- -- I •' ,<,~,~, - . • ~ ' 
· , ·-The dashed line 
. .:: .... 
- -
. " 
- the exponents of Model 3(C)~. ··The solid line was· dete~mined by.-
.,• 
' - . . \ . 
forcing the model to conform to the boundary condition$ a-t the .·o·rigin· •... 
. ~-----:--. =P-Pem---the·---f~ i:t is ·aw~ :that- the. fit te~fie -~a, -is -~~ig-.... ~ 
nificc3.ntly effected when- the intercept is ignored. 
-· ' • • 'I,:, ' 
~ 
As noted earli~r, the modlllusrf elastic-ity for the concrete 
can. ·be determined f._rom the- _cohqr.ete compre·ssive .. -strength and density 
' . 
---.. ------------~. . -· -by-~ use 0~ th·e ACI_ formula.. Hence tyi,e--4~iIIOdel5~--wh:i.Ch-iilCiUde~ -~~~= ... ·--- --· ·-
C, 
~ .. ;.... .  
--·-······--
. " 
·qrete compress·ive strength' and den.sity, can be .·tra~_s-formea·· into type 
,,·. . 
3 ,rnode·ls,. which consider concrete compressiv-.e s_tre~gth a!}d the modu-
.lu:s. of elas·ticity. Moder 3(C) .. is· c6-mpat-ible .with Model 4(C) if- this 
transformation. :is macle·.. Transforming Mod.e:1-. 4('C) yi:elds Eq. 13 
.. 
(classified as Model 4' (~): . 
0.482 (13) 
.. The ~-~~~.-.~~ta. are- cqJ!Lp?~_ed_ ~~th: ·:.Eg__. 13 in Fig. ~33. is appa~ent 
• 
. ' . 
that the scatter is slightly large~ than the scatter g ·ven by Mo.de! 3(C) 
,,111, 
\ ,. as ·illustrated in Fig. 32. 
. ., 
·'. The coeff.icient of Model 3(C) is 6% larger tha · that given 
:by Model 4 '.( C). The r_ea·son for this difference is_ the fact hat the· 
···.~·· -
. - ~ 
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.1us of· elasticity is normally defined as· the ta,ngent mo~ulus, the 
'.. .,,, ... 
f> . 11: 
i ' 
·, t·. ,·, • .., . 
1 
' •'10,.,~.-... ..11< 
.. . .. 
· l 
f ' 
.,... . .. -~· . 
·,:; }:: ' . 
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J ( -~. ,;, ._ . , 
- -;, ') 
,r~\ 
Rounding off ~the- coef f ic_ient, the equa-tion becoJne.$: 
- ' 
f 
. O . ·. :J: 0-. 5 /f ·1 E' A 
""'U. C C S .... (14) 
ii 
_ .. •.• ... 
·_ -T.his relationshi·p provides a good estimate ·of~ the-. ultim~te. strengt·h 
·' 
' . -
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Equation 14 expresses the shear conn-ector strength as a 
" 
function of the· stud conne.ctor .area a·nd concrete _properties. The 
influence · o·f· the type of -aggregat·e is reflected in th~ . modulus of 
elasticity-. The arrangement of the ~tuds on the steel beam, the 
type of specimen and the: ef.f.ect ·o.f compression in the slab were · 
hot considered w·he.n· developing Eq •. +4· These-factors will be ex-
amined in the following sections. The effect of stud size will 
also be discussed in inore detail. Since the slab dimensions and 
reinfor.cement were ma,intained as: one level factors 
investigation, their influence is~ considered. 
t 





• 4\.... ' 
. ~. 
Figµre 34 compar·es the ·different. types ·of aggregates us.ed 
-
. I 
p • :. 
- y-· 
-- - -· - --
. . 
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-·-th·e me·an regress-ion line, these .-limits are twice the ·standard error 
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- · .. senting·--·· .. Model ,- 3( C) • The .,gravel concrete (BB+) on. the average falls. · 
a little lower ··than thE;L_cru.shecf limestone c~11crete (AA+)= The major I 
• 
I ~ 
. • ' reason f0r this ·is believed to be -due to the rounded shape of-- the 
. . B aggregate. The DD+--~-e----r-e-sYlt--s--also _ fall sl.igt1tly_;-trelow-
·" 




. ·-·· strength (f ~ = 4. 9 k~p and. moduius .~f· elastic.ity (Ee = 2500 ksi). 
---.---- ~~~-~. ------ -·-- • 'II,. 
Itlcan be concluded that the model describes the behavior -,. .-- . 
- ---------- ------
-- - ----
-·-··-···--·--·-----------------,------ . . . > ::Qf ~ qonne ctor·s in~each --typ•e ____ of ~-aggregate used. 
----,_----- - ,C\. -
. ' 
.·. 








:w.hi~h ha·a:. t.wo s:tud~ in=· one row P~-~ :slab·~ . ~ The results.of·these tests 
. .. 
. . 
--:are compared wit-h the meart reg·r·ession. line in Fig. 35. The figure 
.. 
. 
shows that. the c·onnector· s0h~c1r_ s-t-reng.th for the two arrangements .•. 
~-
. yielded the same. value .:fo:t'- ···norms.l we-ight· -and lightweight concrete . 
. . . . .  •' 
sp.ecime_ns. 
1<Eic~nt te·sts were al$O :il\aa.e· at&Lehigh University using 6 
. . 
studs (H x. d = -4-1/·2 x 3/4 in..) p~r .sl~b (20_). These were placed in 
-a~si-ngle line along the centerline of the st:eel beam. · The data 
(TB3) -are also -plotted in Fig. 3S ~ The~- results fall just outside 
.. 
. ·, 
the 16wer limit of diSpersion. It is· believed that ,the major rea~ . ~ . 
son for tbe ___ slig:ht _ ___de.er.eas_e ====== 
tensile="-streng-th was 65 k·si compared with the_ average strength of 
.. 
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- c__~ -?t;>7-~-~~~i::.-~:-Tnis :was-- 8% less-. than the tensile stre~gth _of t_he cenne:c~-- - : -'" ' . . . .. 
ors used in this .study •. . I 
\ . -·;:. -..: .. 
. .:..~=. 
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5/8 ·• 1n. studs w-as'" slightly greater than the shear strength_of 3/4 in. 
studs. ·This fact is illustrated.in Fig. 36 where the data from the 
·~· 
three gro~ps of spe.ci_mens usi~g ·s;a in. studs are_ -compared __ ~~th_~~he ___ _ 
-- ~--------------------~~· --------... --· 
-
---· 
- .. --'--~ -- ~, -
-------.. ---.:_---.three corresponding groups· of specimens with 3/ 4 i·n. studs. 
The heig-ht-to-diamete,r. ratio 1 (H/q) of ·the 3/ 4 • in. studs 




. :co·ll and Slutter (11) opserved tnat the full capacity o.f a stud 
... t . .il! 
. -
. 
- . . - . . -
. 
. . 
. ~- -·ti\ :c:an be developed in norma:~ weight concrete i~ the height-to·~·a1am-
J:!ter .ratio (H/d) wa.$ about_ 4: or :greater. If this····--·riitio· ·is a lower 
bound for normal ... ~eight conc:t:'e-te it is probable that the shear . 
s:trength may be increased by .. increasing the. ratio. ___ S_ince . the stud 
" neight (h) measured from tJ~e base to the.underside o.f .tte· bead is 
- . -
I 




. t,he :ratio h/d is of interest. For_ the 3/4 ,iri. stud_s this ratio 
. 
. 
··was. 3.~3.. The 5/8 in. ·studs had a value. equal to 3.8 which- is 13% · 
-
----- -
- . --- ------
--- -
--
-----·-- __ ·greater. · Other-factors such as the .... magnitude ~f force acting on ---· 
_ th.e_ slab_.and ___ the hea-ring---~y---als-o have s-ome·effect. . --- ' . 
.. _,..-
. 
r.,- ···--- -- . ,:II.--~-------~-·-·--·- -
,-:~ _- .. -_ _ _ _ _ _- _ · ___ ~- -· - -- _ Sin~e _ the-~ inf-luence of the: -st¥d- si-z~-~~~. ~-s(?·_-~~m~).)~, , ~ _______ .. _ ~-- -- -- - ·--- -·---~-~----------:----~-.. ------------ =---~-.---~----~ - ·"' -~ ' .. :.. -- - -, . - -. -- ~ -- - :-"' ~ - _ .... ~-- -:- -r· - ..., --~ - - -~ .· ... · --
- ' t ; 
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____ __:. _____ J_ ____ ~-----
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:variation can·~ ected. 
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. ( ·, ; 
i:. 
_weight:·· and one group of lightweight concre-te sp~cimens. · .The results 
-------------~---· 
.. ,.-.-------=----c-.. ---:-'_ .· -:---r- .~ 
. . 
are compared with Model ·3( C) in Fig •"-,-;-·;37·. , It is obvious that the 
- - -~ -,.- . -- ""·- ---·---~------· -· ---- 7"""" .,.- ----. 
" 
··-· ----. -~-----·--· . ---------- - - ----·-·--





_ ..... , 
strength than the regiilar two sl.ab pushout ~pecimens(BB+) •. The 
r 
lightweight coricr_ete. sp~ciroens(E+) also yielded ~ess strength, al-






• '- I 
·the second phase of. the_ study, the. test set-up w·as modified and tie-
'·," The two ~roups of spa~imens 
·--. 
from. ·thi.s · ph.,ise a.re also .. shown in Fig·.· _3·7. 
. .-- ·. . ..r- The results showed a 
\. 
\ slight imp:co,vemeht· over the.- first seri.es :but were still not dire~y. 
· Gor.nparable. to t-he -res.ults: from the two, slab specimens.· ·, -'· 




tn·at t·he .ccipa·¢d.ty ·of the st·ud shear connection cannot be properly 
-
.evaluated- w __ ith single slap specimens. It was e·specialiy true for 
-.~. ~ 
' 
.· the s pecim.ens with normal· weight concrete slabs. 
c"l 
.-~ . ~ 









in· _o_r_der to ~S-imul-ate the flexura± compression force in -the sla-b of 
...... 
p .. :. 
1:;_;:;;_~-···====-::;:.::.,.,:· -~--~::;...,,,: _~.--=:.::..:·:·::.:=....··-~· ·-~::1--.1~lll:A~l.-\--t~1t:-c:tt11-. --hig-htweight concrete specimens. that we1"e __ _sim .. il.iat;;1...ra..:--------..,.__.c-~ . '' ..... -----··--• . • 
-
• • ·•, • .•. -· • ·- .• ~ - r •. ••.· r•- • ... _· --L---~-·- .. r;. - •'" • • ·-'" •• ·- "0' • ,a ·- ••. ·------
-
-- .. ~ _.,..._ ~" ~ n - .···""_·• _·· ~----='-'~---~----~---=~=---~--..,C._-~~ 
__, ... - ·-· ~- --·· ...... - ... ·----
. ?. : . ..•. ···- i ·- .• . - .• _,, : . .~ ::.. · ... i ···: . . . . .. , ..• -· ..•. ·••·· .. ·- ... ··- .• 
.. -·· 
______ -~ __ _____ _ _ tQ_ _the oth.e_r __ one sl~b----~f f s pecim.ens were used to as certain -the 




effect of the pre~tre-ssing. 
'*IA~· ... ~ •• 
.. ' The test setup fo~ the p:re.stres·s·ea 
'· 
. ' ' -~ . 
_ ... ·.,.,,. 









. --- \ 
- ' .. 
-·-
) 
_\ ~-- ... ' --- -----· -- ---- -- . --- ·- . - ------- -- .... -- - -
. 
------ ----
. . . _;-~ 
.. 
-------·------.-c--~ --·---. :-·---·-·~---'-----.' .... -- ···- .- - , . . 
-
- • . 
. r...... . 
. . 
.. 
----'--'--__,~--c.-cc::;;s::-=-.J?e<iimens was similar to the . improved,-setup . used_, ~u!'~ng- _the· se't!ond· -
-phase E '+.·, · Hence ·the· re-sults- ¢ould .. be com.pared directly4 to _that . 
__ . .',:;,_. . -- -\ 
~-





' . ' 
.-stre.sse~d s.pe:cimens (PE+)·- are slightly h_igher than ·those obtained 
______ .........--.:-~-------'~---,--, ·~f Feflf the non pre-str-e-sseospe~imens (:E.} +) _. . The difference does not ""' 
a-ppea,r/ to b·e $ignificant. It would appear· that ithe compressive. ' 
' 
. 











4.5.1 Test Results 
.•· 
Test data ar.e .. available from a num}?er· ,o-f· ;inve_st~gations · 
t_hat. were- ·made prior· to this study. Many types :of s.::he:ar connectors 
.,, 
were examined · stich. as spirals.;· channels and be·nt bars.~ . Since the 
' stud shear connector is th~·.predominant conh.e9t:or us.ed, .,only tests ,.;,, ·: 
,.. 
.. '· (: 
'~
.Dr._isco.li .a.nd s_:lutter (.11) observed tha.t· ·1:he height-to- --
.. 
' 
.. diameter ratio. (H/ci) for st.uds em~edded in norm.al weight concrete 
should be equal-to or-lq~er than
1
4 ,if the full capacity of the· 
connector w:as .to be developed. Specimens which did not satisfy 







this · requirement were-no·t cons'idered. 
Only specimens which had. one,: .or · two connectors . per row ' . 
, 
·_ were. e_onside,red, J?ince increasing the -null\Der of connectors has.a.:_bee~ -• 
" f> ~. . • ' ~~-~ ,- ,~-~-- ------shown-~te== .. inf~u-eric'e;;~the-:·snear- strength per stud (28) when th_e---slab ' . --. 
' 
-
width and~ reinforcement are not chan~f'ed. 
r 
._.;,· 
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.; specimens. were tested. The shear strength per connec~or .for this 
I 
type of s_pecimen· was lower tha·n other s·olid slab specimens. They 




Invest·igators at -·the Uni ve:t's i-ty o':f .. _Sydney · ( 22) examined 
~ 
. . 
s·mall scale lightweight concrete speci;mens with 3/8 in~----s·ruas~-----
- - ~ 
-
' . . 
MOst of the concrete slabs weI'e not reinforced. The shear . strength 
(Qu/A5 ) for the specimens witho_ut reinf9r.cement were -in the range of 
- - - ····--- ·-·-· 
- ~--- ------------ --· .. -----
- ----other-data obtained from specimens with reinforceo slabs.. When the 
-c:-:. 
... : ..• ~··.t. .. ~ 
. ·. 
. 1' 
- .. slabs were r~inforced, the ultimate she~r s:trength was .substantially 
. -
htgh~r ·than· obtained for larger_ studs. These specimens were\ not 
.cionsi.dered· due to their small scale~ 
O.ther· t·e.s.ts were al$O -ignored when t_:)-e/w\elds were ___ bad or 
. cJ )~ . ·( .the· .lo·9d.ing eccentric. ·:i 
:· ::The- ~d·ata con-s,;idered :rs -la.ste:d 
. 
normal weight and lightw~ight concrete specimens ~espectively. 
. . 
Numbers in parentheses indicate that the values were. · estimated. 
----- ~~---
The moduli of elasti.city are secant :modu·1~, similar .to those ob-
tained· in this study. For about 40 lspeci·mens the modulus was not 
report:-ed. In these· cases the moduli wer.e estimateq._ from the com--
. pr~s·si·ve · strength and the d.~nsity·· of ·the. concrete using the AC~ 
I·-
for.mu-la. A correction factor of O. 88 was ·Used in order to ·esti-
1 \ 
.: 
. . .. , . .- .. , .. ~ ............ , -,-;;:: ·=-- .. -' ··- ~.,. .... - 3:· ... - .. 7' •• - - - --~ __ :~ __ ::_ __ :___:_~---··-·"·--".____-___ -:~--~~ ____ :__ __ --~-
. ---- - --~-~-~·-- . - " 
stead of _the tangent mod~lus only changes the_ location of. the data) 
--
- -
_by 6%. __ ,,._ -~ 
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'"J. . 
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The tensile str'ength(a) of the stud shear connectors . - .··. U,.., 
. 
. •' .· . •.- ~ ·ts, .· 
' ' 
r----
. · .varied from 62 · to, 82 · ksi in· ·the· .. earl:Ler studies. V· . Since-- ~it ·is;. wel1 · 
- • I . 
. kno·wn that_ the shear-·-streng_th of- steel is· a function of its. tensile ~· . .. 




... - ----··· ·. . .... ·.~: ..... -- --· -- . ------,------·- .. 




- ···- --,:;.,-i,--··-··---··.·· ···-· __ .,. --·- ·-. -
.. stJJength(l8), the ave:rage 5-hear_-strength(°u/A ) was !,lOn-dim~nsion ... .. .' -· . .. ----·-··-··-···--- --·--"" -. --·--·-----··-----------.---- ' "----------·-------------·--·-----··------·---·------- .. ------- --~-----1-- ···-- -=---- ·---------····-----~ - -. .. - -··· -· - --- -----·--------- -----------------lized by dividing by · the t·ens ile s t·rength _ of the. stud connect'or. The . 
. ,· ' Q . 
data were-plotted w±tli the non-dimensionl\zed shear strength(As~u) as 
• I ordinate. --For· some_ investigations· the .tensile Jstrength was, not re-' . 
--------·- - ------------~ -
. 
- ------·-porced.-~--I.fl~-mos_t .cases that da·ta was _neglected or, if possible, the 
'" 
. t,ensile ~trength_ estimated • 




r irt. ,.this study·· was .. 70. 7 ksi, Model 3(C) can be express~d as: 




All test data ~r~ -co.mpared._with Eq •. 15 -in Fig. ·,38:. It is 
apparent that the: :s.c:at1::er· -i_s_ greate~ for .th·e t.est res·u1t.s from -other 
investigations.· 'Th~- mean regression; line ·for· all test data was not 
ap_preciably.- diffe~ent. than ~he me.an relationshf p developed from 
this §tudy. · Th·e -co.eff-:icient:· ·of '.co.rrelation was decreased 18% tp 
_ o.·1·2 and the stand·ard erro-I'-:_of· estimate·· increased 90% to 8. 46 ksi. 
I~ 
-4-.• 6 - DESIGN LOADS -· 
------~--= 
·~----····---------
- -------- ---·- ·-
-~ .. 
·---- - .... ·-- -
-
--- -----~---===-==--~;. .. :.;..:: .. : . -.~ -- . -
-
· In the current AISG Spe.~ifieatioh{l) the allowable loads •. ' ... 




:·1...- , . . ·~· 
...... 
·--
. ... I • 
. ·· · .. ,,· .. 
' 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.~---'A'- H•---- · ___________ ,_· __ ... ,,_ .--·-·· _,, ..... .' ..... "'·e-•' .. ---... ---~ ··-··----- ''··,,,"-:°',... ______ ._· ... ·___ ---···- . ',. . ... · ..... ·. . ·• 
' .. ·.:: :>:.,:::,:f;;;:>E\:: .· . iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliil ... ---------------.............. ~=~ 
• 
•.:•H•, :''?."•;'•_,,-.•,,•, "., ... -~-,· .,, ,, 
•-. ', .· 
.... ,. __ ,. ___ ..... , ...... ~_,r,..,·. ___ .. ...., .• ---.... --................ h•'.;a'<~-·· .,,..,._,..,-.. ..... ~.- --···· ... ·-~--~·.·- ···"'-··"·,,·• .... ,,.. ' 
- - "' . . 
.,. ,. . . . 
. , . 
39; · · 
-. • I 
. . ~ . 
. I t,•' ·,, 
given by Eq •. : 9.. . Design loads wer·e obt-ained. from-·this relationship 
... " 
. by .... dividing by 2. s. . . "\- . This resulted 1n: . r·· · ..... ~ 
.... t-'.· 
(' . ,( '. 
'· 
. _., ·Q·. = 14. 99,. rrr A n . . v ~c s 
.. ··-········ , ..... ··-· -- -·r····· - - .- .. ·-· - . - · .. -...... _ . -···--·· ·-- .· .... _ - . ·-----·-·-···--·--· . ........ -- I . - I·· -
... (-ki.ps) ' . (l6) 
• 
.;,- I 
---··· ............. .. :~,- .... ---··--N-·•: .. --·---.,- , ... ::. ..... ~.:_·.: ....... _. ··-···-:--- ------ ·----- ·-·· ······- --- ---- ........ --~---' ·-.:···-. --· . . .. - -·· ~I 
. • I 
:, 
II 
-------.-----~ ·. · · ·.. --- · ··-·--·-Model 4~'-(C} yield·ec;I the·-:-ave-raye,. .r·e·1-at!onsn1p~f-6r shear·- ··-: - .--;---:7-- ----··----·j 
. ,. 
""COnnector strength···that,·is. given by .Eq.- 13. 
. . 
I . . 
··--- - . 
The ratio between 
.... . 
.. 
· Eq. _ 13 and the· design ·1oads frorn the A.I.·SC s.pe .. cificat·ion, -Eq. 16, 
becomes: 
....... Q ' . 
u - 1.464 f ,l/4 ,. Qjj - C ;ii': \ .,. (17) rl .. •., 
. 
. The concrete modulus of elasticity (E' )· wa.s- determin.ed fr.om the . .. ----- ---··-·- . .. ... --- -- ·-------·-----'· .. . ----·- ------· . . -·---· ----.... ·--·--· ---:-- ··- . . ---e . --·--,· --- -· .. -- ········---··-· - ·-- ---- --··-- ---· -·--c-·------··-·-.. -- ·- _._. -- -~~· -- - .. --------- - -- . ---- ---- ''[~ I 
I 
A CI formula ass!,lming the d-ensity (w.) for normal weight co_n.crete . 
"' was. 145 pcf. For concrete compres:s·fv·e strengtb.8 of 3, 3· /'.S and 4 ks i, ... 
.-~-..... --··-----· . 


















I st!ud connectors in '.be~m;~ ,· -the factor o~ saf·e~y· for t.h~ connec~ors 
...,. 
• 
iri beams i·s.. some.wh?t larger ( 11) •. 
4-.6.2' .. · Proposed Design Loads 
. Structure~_ designed conforming· 1;b t·h~ .. Ar~·c Sp~_cification ~- _ 
, 
-have. p.erformed - satisfactory and all ~known beam-te-st-s wit·h normal 
•. 
-----·------------~-. -· --- ·weight eoricrete s_labs an~~nn~-c:tors~-pr~ort1onea ,·accoraTiig~ l:9-··the. :~-'---. ~-----------·------·-·- -----~--·-·'---·-- ·---- --- .......... --·--- . . 
. 
- ~ 
. · --J\ISC provisions- have developed their full flexural 'c_apacity. ~ .,_ 
. 




=- it'.. seems reasonable· to us·e, a· factor of s·afety against failure for 
. ' 
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..... ............... ..,.. 
~- - 40 •. 
. . . 
i' 
' . .• 
,· .A 
. -~,·-·· .. ' .. • ·1 
. . . ·-· 
• ce., ., •. 
- . ,._· :. ......... . .. ··4_ .. ·
\ ~ •. 
·· · piishout. sp~cim_ens, ~µal_ to 2. . ~sign load$ c,3.ri ·be'--'-·\ -,----ce,b~t~a~.i-ned: from- . . ·: , · 1 .: 
• . ·i . 
'.' 
· .. ,Eq. 13 "SS! 
/ 
..• 
. . ..., 
. . Q. · ·o ·2· ·s· t1 t ' E. ' --A·· · . . . =~-. .. ~. . . ·. 'D. . .•.... C C s . (kips_) ,,. : . (18) 
. - .J 
. . 
.. • • 
. . 
·"__c_._ __ :1 r-:f"' 1; ·', ,',.ij'-lrf-<"~~- - - ------ ... 
- - -----,· --·-
' . -·-·-------·--····~·-----------·--~·-..----- - ·--~~--- -
Eq.l' 16. can _b~- transformed into a form. compa~ible w·ith Eq~ 18~-· 
I . 
. _ ..... 
by premultiplying_'·by the ratio··--
•• E' 
. C. 










tte·nce:_· the current ·des:-ign l.o.ads · for .no.rmal ··weight concrete can be 
. ·e,(pressed as· ! ' 
. . 
·------- ·-----------···-····· ·············-·--:_·---:-----~-· -·---- -_--------·---·---------- .Q·--;,. 1. 227- (/f 1 £1 ) 2/ 3 A 
/ · · D C C S (kips) (20) 
---·------ - - - - ------- -~----------. ----· --· . --- -
.,,,,.,, ... 
.. 
·E'qua.tions- 18 20 are. compared with Eq. I~., 'W:hich defines 
~ -
the Ultimat~ strength,· an -the .t.est ·data in Fig. 39 .• 
.j 
It is apparent 
that th.e proposed. design loads are ·nearly identical to the loads 
0 
- ··--:··2 .,:' _ __ given· in the _cy.rrent AISC· S pecifiqatiof!_ for normal weight concrete. 
-·----- -· 
Table 14 compares the design loaa~·for different size of 
c·onnectors py us·e of Eq. 18 •. Tlle moduly_s of el.as·ticity w.as · computed · 
' • .'' !' , 
.f:rom the ACI formula. .., 
--· . 
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loading of the· s.p~cime·ns did not effe.ct,,- the .envelope of the~ curves,, 
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' t 
.. 
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. ' r, ' •• 
. . ' 
f, •• . -- -~ -1,' 
... ~ 
• 
- --=------ ---~-- _. . _ __:. __ _ - ~-----~-------
·_ .. an -· ~tne. reloaaing · w.as re~sonably linea~ .. unti-ithe -envelo,pe ... Was ~ 
. . . . . - . . - J .• - t;~ 




-- Figure _40 compa.res th.e lo-ad-,slip curyes for ~- norma:l weight .. -· 
. 















.... and.3 sand.~d.lightwei9°ht cOncrete .specimens •. The reslllts for speci- .... :: ............. . 
.... - ----,-----------------·-···------ - __ ',!.lk,- ..... --·r-----·--· ,- ·-----· '.. : ----·-·_:_ __ ,. ____ ...... ·-··:··--·. -· ... _ .. ,,.-~ ---,---- - --- --- ................ ···' . . . 
. . 
.. 
.----------·---------·--· - --------- ·-·---- .......... .,. - ---- .... -·· ·- ·-··· 
- . _,_ -
. 
. . - ~~ 
. . . 
: mens ~ith all lightweight aggregate were _nearly ioentical to the 
·---·----·--v------- .1-· ... - -·· '--~ ------- ~---·--------- --"'---~------- -------·-------------~-- -- .. -- .------- ..... -·-··· - ........... ·- ···-·--·---- ... -------- --·- ...... --- --·-· . 
' I i I 
-
-sande·d· lightwe·ight concrete specimens. It is apparent that·- all 
cu.rv-es have the same gene·ral -shape. 
.--~ ~---. - . 
The: -curv.es were compared- by J1on-dimensionlizing the load 
..~'. 
l>y -dividing by the respect·iye ultimate strengths.: .. figure 41 shows . . ., 
. 
t.he r·e·s-ulting curves. .The ma)cimum lo 1ad was. reached· at slips varying 
f·rom O. 23 to O. 42 in. 
~-
___ -- _____ ::.band_..:--0~2er __ the-~entir.e~-rang.e .of· _-sii:ri •. Sinc ..e these-specimens were not ~ ' 
- ., 
~; .· 
unloaded, the curves J.?h-ovi_d~ian. e.nve~oi,e for the load-slip relation-
. ,. 
:Figur·e 42 .provides~· sirittl~; non-dimen·s·iortl.ized curves for 
.spec.:ini-ens: wh-ich: were ·unloaded. . Th~ firs·t lea.ding cycle. (See Figs. 11 
-. 
~- .. ~ :and 12) · wa·s not considered and only the jje-lo·adi·ng. portion is shown •. 
· Since all the pushout: ._spe:c.i:m.en.s ·.·ha-ve similar load-slip _ J 
curves,· it is possible...i2to derive ei.nalytical expressions for the load-
-
slip rela-tionships. An einpirrical formu1~· for· the load-slip .. rela-
.... --
~ tionsh~p-=_of __ continuousl..y--loaood~~peci-men~wa-s---d_etermined as: · · 
- . 
'. . 
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- .. ~ ... - -
. . ~ !• ........... . 




. .. " 
·· In_Fig •. ·43 ~h·e, funct.ion .is .. ,- comp·ared with the envelopes of the· curves 
... - .... --,·~·-· .. 
. ·••I:··', . •:•-'- : - --, 
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. · .. 42. 
' 
____ j ., 
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. \··. . . ' : f . ~ ' 
• 
., ..... 
'' I ~' 
. · .. ~ . . ' . . . f ·4; .. .. . 
-. · ii,I~strated __ .. in F:lg.-~-21-r •... ·T~e·--ftinctionnas .a .v.erti9a1·. tang.ent .at zero· 
. , .. · . . . . ., ' . . -- . ··•.' ·.. ·- ·-:,;.~;. . . . . . . . .. ·.. --;" ' 
' j _:... • 
" . 
, : load .... ·Th.iS'----Was -al-se.- -e":(},seP:ved-fe-P- --t-}:1-e--mea':'s-li-r.ed-·-load-slip -curves due- · ---------~ .. 
.... . . 0 . ' .. - ·-- . ,f •. • - • • -
-l-1"'1.f"k 
• 
. . . . 
to ·the bond ·acti_ng · bet~e,eri the -concret.e · slab and the s:teel beam:.. 
. ~--- ~ . 
· The function, appro~ches ~ as the slip increases. . .. For a s'lip equal.· . -.· 
~--------~----- ... ·----- -------'-- -"···-· ~.c.-_ · -·~o--0-.--2---'-in! the--~function yie.J.deG.--~9% .. ef. -.the ultim.lte' ·1oad.- ~ - --- 0 ········· •.• ~---~---· ··-. · -------'---···--~'.·_ 





.. ···-·-· - .. - -·-· ··-~--- - .. --·-. .. ·--- ----- ------ --- -- .. . . . .... .,-.......... -·-- - --~- ·----·----- - - . -
The load-slip rela.tion~hi_p for the reloading _condition was 
similar ·to the o_ne __ s·ugg·ested by Buttry(G). 
80ll 
Q = ~ 1+8 






w.c1rs .,. found: to provide a reasonable· f-it >to the test dat~:• The function 
-~-·. -
:fs plott~·a· in F~g. ~ together wi·th. the envel'?pes of th:e, load~sli.p 
( CUI'veStakerifrom Fig. 42. The slop.eat zero is 80~(kips/in.) and 
- . "·- -- --- - ___ , -----
' .t.~e funcblon approaches_ ~ at" larger slip values. For slips of o. 2 
• 
... .. 
to o.4 in. the e.quation yields :94 to 9.·7% .o.f ·the ultimate load. Since 
!. 
. . 
the equatio-n yields loads wh!ch: are ,~J?du·t · 5% less than the. ultima~e 
load at a· Slip which CO.l':t'e?·ponds -to ultimat~r,. a corr·ec.tion· was made~ 
This re.su-lted in the ·relc;it·ionship: 
-· .. 
.Q .. 0 80A 
-: .. _ = 'U 1+7.7A 
" . . 
'· 'b. 
' 
This ftirtc:t·:19h: will,. ·nowever, result in loads which are slightly 
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43. ,..-..,. ' 
·"L----• .. 
·-- --- --- . --- - - ---------- - ·• ----
. S-ince . the relation,shi ps -are · dimensionally <}if f erent, they . cannQt · 
. . '- .. _ . . 
. ~ .... ; . 
. . ........ . -~.....__.__'-'--c-~ 
be cHrec1=-1y c~ed." Both m6dels yield '<u for large slips (0.3 in.). 
,I;' • 
• ~-:-'""Tne· siope at zero load -is lessI:or E'q;....--.:.._· 2--="--4~.~-...... F=--o-r_u_s_u_al values of E , 
.C • 
,, 
d and ~l the slope for Bq. 24 _·varies from 40 ~ to 60 ~- The spec-_ 
. ,. ~· 
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- --- .. • 
· - · The -te:its of_ the pushout specim~ns yielded- the·_ loc;1d.-slip . . -- l 
• 
,_relationship, the µ~timate load, and the- mode ___ ?.! ___ !_~!!~~~-~~~~~--·-~~:-_______ -------~:-----
1
: 
---- _: __ ------ --- , .. -~--------------------------------- .. --·- --- l, ·-··-----.. ---,-·-·:·----- -· - - - ·--;,--~----·--·--·····-~-----· ·-----·-·····----------··---- ---------------·--. --·------ ,·- ~ . 
. 
- I 
. timate ·1oad w,is reached •. It.- was desira·ble 'to obtain information on I 
, • .._ I 
-- --------- --------------------- ------------~--- -- ---- -- ---------·-··---·- -··-----------· .... 
. ···--·-------~---···-----~ 
·--'----.----~-------- ---·-· .. ----------------·--- -, ----------- ------ -- -- ------- --- - - -- -- - -
------- - -------i--- ---- - -- - -- -
• . I 
_J the state of deformation i·n the stud connector ·at the ultimate load. 
·- -This· was -·accomplished by saw1ng two co.ncrete slabs through the con-
. 
' 
-nector;s. Also tensioni- strain in·~ t_he studs wa,s. _measu~ed ,during the 
testing of·two specimens in-an attempt to_ eval-uate the for~s ac~ing 
: '.,,,r 
_ on the connector at·· vario.µs stages of loading. 





,S.l DEFORMATIONS AT YLTIMATE LOAD 




:C·:ab·Ie-· -tcf the ultimate ,-load. ·,·In order to evaluate the failure mode : . . ' . . 
. 
and' determine the 'state of· d.efqrmation an~ type of failure' two 
5,pecimens· were sawed longi:tudinally through the:: sla~ and connectors .. 
~ 
,, .. 
--O.ne. specimen had n<:irma.i. weight and .. the second lightweight'--.·concrete 
_ · slabs •. · The loaoing w.as_ discon.tinued ·jus-t··_af·ter ·t'he ui,timate loads 
were reached. 
:·:-·-...i.· 
The ·slabs were ou.t us'.1.ng :a _ d,i-amond disk saw. The cuts 
were placed sci o·ne ·side o:f the disk would match the centerline· of 
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of the. sawed specimens ar_e ·snown ~n Figs. 45 and 46. 
. . ' 
The side of 
.. 
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,, . 
- . 
45. .. .. .. 
l ._ j 
i {--~------
. . 
· • .. 1:h~ -cu-~hi-~h- --pas-sea . th-ro~-th-e-.: -ce-nt·e.rline _· o~,. tpe-. J~ t_uds. T~. · on _th~ . ., 
. .o: . 
I 
I . ·., ,,·. -> ·. 
-,,.•9...,·_ .•.. ,., .·- -~'~ left· in. each. photograph. 
·.··· ..... . 
•. );.:_.11· tt· ... . ~ '-·, I -




. ~i ~t;: ·, . 
. -~-- : Tha crack.-pa~tern·: in. the concrete. :slabs~~ .are very simil.ar ~ 
' for both -specimens: - T~e- cracks near the head of the ·studs are · diff-·-- . ·- . _,,. •. ''?) 
--------- - ,.J ---·· 
·-· --~-----------------~ ~ 
. i. 
- -----------·----·----·····-·----
--~- ·--.,----~--- .. :J).,'\l,.,i'.1..>!'~~~ .. ·~~~=--r-·----~-------------:- ···-----·--· ----------------- . . . 
.. ,.. ... erent for the up·per and lower· connectors. At the upper studs- the · L, ' . . . 




- - ---- --- --------- - -- -- - - -· . ~ - -- ___ _.. _____ - -- -- -- -
_, __________ .. ___ .- . ··-· ··--------·--·---···---- --
---- ---_...:_~--------~---------crac-k is ne-a~ly- vertical to the free end. . The crack a_t the lower 
tr., 
stu·d-pro-poga-tecf' toward the surf ace. of the steel beam at about a 45° 
. angle. · This could· :_re~illt -in.: a lower. ultimate str.ength for ~he u..pper 
.. 
;pair of· s,,tuc;ls .•. The specimens containing only one row of two connectors 
'(2BB+ and 2E,E-1-)· wou--ld-:---ap-pear to, have crack patterr.s --similar to the 
lower _pair .of studs, because the distance to the free end was greater. 
Since the ultimate_ J..oads_~p_er , co!"l_n_~~cto~. were t_hec--_s_ame_ £or ___ the · two · k,_ - -- - - . 
.. 
. - . - I 
. types of ·· s peCiinens, tlie · connector sl:t_ear strengt'.ht for both the·• upper 














.. The- -d·e·fo.rmed:" s:h9pe of the st.1..ids was different in -the normal , II 
·~D. • 
,1 . : ~ : 
I :weight. and lightweight· concre'te .spe-cimens, ·as seen from Figs. 47 -and 





,· ~ h.a-ve greater re·straint as the stud; has ····substantial curvature. In .I 
I 
·-···---~..., ~----.. ··---. •. ··- -- '' ··-· - . ' .. - .... •- . '. -~ --- -- ..... . 
the lightweight con~rete- s'laps .. :-the· stud ~w~s straight. In both slabs 
·t·he, studs were rotated through a large angle· at th~ -weld. \ 
From the det~ails· _in· Figs._, 47 and 48 it· is. apparent that ~-- ___________ _ 
... , ...... -_· 
- I 
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~---------:;-----.. --. -, ·s. 2· STRESSES IN- STUDS DURING . LOADING. 
·, 
In orde·r to stud shear·connectors-
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, . · · duri.,ng ioading, hlo S·pecimens Were equJ:pped _with irtstrum~ted Studs. , .· 
.. . 
.. 
. . •\-·: .. ' 
~ M 
. :'_·,··Electrical· st,rain· gag~s were plac:ed i'n drilled- holes in the stud so ,, 
1' 
tftat. the ·longitu~inal s.train · in .,the· stud could be obtained. One . ~ 
.. ·.· ·~·· 
~ . . . ' 










s-.2.-1 I:nstrumentatio·n. ·. -
i 
-
- Each specimen had four instru~ented studs· .attached. One 
-
- - ·----
- ________ ,, _______ _ was placed in each row··-of con~ectors. Two electrical stra·in gages. '· 
-----------·--··--·- --·· were_ ___ installed inside each stud in a 1/4 in. hole. 
~,: The gages were· 
. ~ouht;ed opposit~ each other and ... l in. from the top of the head as 
- . 
. 
. il_J.ustrated in Fig. 49-._ The gages were placed before· the studs 
were welded to· the flanges.- T·he studs were "·oriented with the gages 




due :to bending of the· studs wolilcl be minimize.ct •. 
----,·.···-·- ·.·· . 
•• 
The lead wires were brought out to the 011ter surface of 
--
~ .·-·. 
the concr·~t ..e slabs through 4 in.-- long alµJPinum· tubes with an. outside . -
. 
_- diameter of l/ 4 in. The tubes were fitted into the hole in the . 
. ' 
stud ·and.sealed with epoxy cement. The tubes were used in order to . . . 
. ' 
... ~ 
-~----------nri,'-Tnriimt-z-e-··'tne-·eff··ect:s ·of mo·isture and deformation of the lead wires. 
' . 
The strains were recorded at S _ kip loaQ_i_l}~r~~e:rit_~, which 
. -·-- ---· .... - ···-------·-·-··-···-· _ ...... - .. - ·-·-···-··-··--·--·····"·-···-
. . 
-
- . corres.ponds to increments of 0.625 ki_QS per stud ... ~ 
- --• ______ .. ____ .. --- ---,-- ··-- ·---------~- ------~--
~ - - -





·-·· -----··-~-·-···--·- .... ---. ---· 
. . 
------ --- .. . - - ""O 
' . 
s.·2.2 -Test Results 
· . The average _load-stra·in curv.es for one stud fr·om specimen·. 
. " .. 
. -- ..,. __ 
....___,__-..__ 
-- ---~~ ·, 





'' " .. - ' ·'.\.' ·,.· . ··- ....... ···-· ., ... - .. ··- • --•u-"' - _. ~.: ' ,-.- ~· ••• .,_., ·""' -·-••• -'--'-'• • --= ... -··· ,-..., h 
47. : . .;. . 
< • 
• 
AA+4 and to~ . two. _St~ds,, fro1r1 ~spec_imen. EE+4 at'e~p;J.otted in_· Fig. SO. 
- ,;; 
.- ~~ . 
- --o, .. • """l • 'il 
7 
The spec_imens were cycled to various lo~a levels which are not __ plott.ed 
- -. . , . "· . , ._ - , . J,: ~.r .. 
• 
' ' Ii} 
-· <; in the figur.e. Since the:· :discontinuities ~ue-:·-tcf· the cy-~lic loading _ :~·-": 
,~.-






• . . 
were small, · the cycJ.ing did .not~. ac_ppear to inflµ~nce -the behavior. ... , .. • 
__,,__' 
. .-
The ·studs. embedded· in the normal we-ight and the lightwe-i.ght . · 
. , 
----~----·---------~ - - - ______ ..____~~~-- _____ _.:...__ ~-~ - - --- - - - -- - - - - -- - - ------------ -- .------....... - - - -~ -- - ________ ,, __ ---·- -····-.. --------------~---·· ........ ____ .. _ ...... --- -· - .. - . -·----- .. -------··--------------- - ---------------------------·-------------------··-------·-~· 
. concrete slab~ exhibited similar behavior up to abou:t 16 kips .p_er 
' 
. 
connector. . The small differences could be due to varia-tions in the ll ' .• • 
... 
.. , .. ' . 
. . , 
alignment of ~he. s_tuds. and strain ga_ges. .At ·higher loads, the 
-·'-·- --.. --·---· ~---- ----- --- '--'-- . . ,- ---.=-----~- .. ·:··- --··---
curves tend~d to. diverge rapidly. 
_,., 
.. , .. -
' 
-Th.e measured -strains at a :load of · 16. 25 kips per :$_tud and. 
·--
.. 
";at ultimate load are listed in· Table 15. - Due to the difficult mount-
·- ~--.-- -------- :·· - .. . 
... 
:ing of ·the strai_n· gages; not all gages were effective·_ throughout 
- ------------------------
th:e te.s"t::-$-· At· 16_.·25 ki_ps per conn~ctor · sever.al studs had large diff-. 
.. 
er:enc,es· in strains ;o.btained· from the two -strain gages. .This differ-:-





-~of· the stud _wqµld caus·-e _s.ueh differences •. However, the average-~ 
. "' . 




.. - - ~ ' 
.. load there .were-· alsQ_ ;targe differences within each stud, .. and several: 
_-------------- "'---= --- .... ~. 
-------.· ,. 
•1r 
gages· inc:licated strains that exceeded t:he-. -elas1::i(} range of ·approxi-
.. 
mately. 30.00 µ ·in/in (se·e Fig •. 8) •. 
--
The· average strains at ultimate laird·· for the lightwe:i.ght 
-
· ·-·· /. - .· .. ·_coner.ete-;pe~i!Ile~ ;ar{e~.-;ubstantia11y~-T11;;1:;~;in;··~~~~ll;ed in the - ,-c-,-~--
----.----
\ 
-.-_______ ·_ : ___ --~----<--no.rmal weight. conC!ret-e spe"Cimen ~ere within the bounds obtained. from - ·_ ·- .. 
. 
....... jl . . 
. --- ----· ' 
. ··-----~.-~-~~--------~-~~-
. ·- ___ _,,_ -· -- -----~- ·--.--------·-·----- ....... - ,,_ ------- . .. ..... • ·--· ..... - ........ - ............. ·----"-"""-•;".-.-·c,c_ .. -----,- ------~·-·- - -_-,.,..- --- ---· ... " --~-c"-"'..c-" -- -~ 
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.. ~-----··, ... ,Discussion of Results • . ··<r"i . ' 
-;-:.. ,., ... . ·'.:.,;; . 
v· ' -~ ..... • ... \ 
The curves in Fig. s-o· ·111us·tra·te that ··the behav,ior of the ' ·<t· . 
. 
. . I 
. • 
• 
-she.a~ connectors. embedded in normal weight· ~d ·- lightweight concrete 
is similar· up to a load of ~abo-ut 16 l<.ips. per stud. As the load was 
.. < in.creased, th·e studs. emb'edded in lightweight co1:cre~_e .. yie_!9_'=-_d __ a ·-~~-- -·------· 
------
e l.arger increase in the tension strain in the .studs. It is probable 
that a·t this load level,· the ·stress in the. concrete in front of the 
~ I . 
studs had reached its plastic limit and the stud bent into its in~ 
:clined __ position (See .Fi.g. 48).. As additional deformation occurred, 
),.,· 
.the stud acted more like an anchor and rapid increases in strain · 
. . 
-
-·: ·were obtained. For the normal weight. concrete the pl:astic ·1imit did 
--not a·p:pe.ar to be reach.ed at the lower load levels -and the upper por-
tion of the stud_ remaine~l ,re.a·sonabiy in place ·so that less direct 
tension occurred at corresponding_ le\1:ei$ o.f deformation • 
The tension for:ce,s .. in the· ... stud~:·. can:·he estimated from the 
- ·~ . 
. mea·:sure:d strains. At 16 R;i·p she~r .. load: t.he ten,sion ·s·tr.a·ins corres-
~p9nded to· a:Oout 4 kips ten·s.ion in. e::a.·ch. ·S:_tud. · A·t. uit·:imii:t-e loads the . . --·--"" 
.,,_~ .. ~ 
, strains corr.es ponded to about ·~:3 kips tension in each s·tud regard- . 
- . ·-· . ·- __ - --· -· --~ ""' ., ·,- . 
-~; :• '•\ 
; le.ss. of th~ co.ncrete irl -.. which it ... was embedded. 
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. ·. 6. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
.. 
.... i.:. ..... _ 
. i 
,. 
t,. - I ' 
- - -------:~·- -· ----- . ·;--------- . ~- .. 
J• ·-..-: _.,. .,. .... ·,r•· • ••: ~ 
... Since' the ·Shear strength of .t.he emb·edded. ·conne.ctors wa·s 




the conne9tor; ~everal physical models· ~ere .examined· theoretically··, 
- ·'----·· 
-------- _..,. ... ,~· ·-.· ,~. -
to determine if the,observed_ behavior could be predicted. 





·The limit analysis. suggested by <Chen. and Drucker ( 8) was 
., 
. c.onsidered first. 
. ' . This method assumes a failure mechanism occurs. 
·-"· .. 
-~ 
. . . 
.. in the· co~crete S'll~rounding. the co·nnectors. The ca~;rying ~capacity 
·· c>f- the stud shear connectors can b.e computed o·n .. the bas.is of the 
. . 
· :assume·d mechanism. When a mechanism is assumed,· the results obtained 
.,are. necessarily an upper bound .to the true solution. .;Hence, ·a · 
. 
lower ·bound solution was also examined to determine if the solu~ 
t.·io11s would bound the ~experimental -results. · This was· done by asswn-
,irj.g· stres~ distributions in th:e: con9r~te, connector, and steel beam. 
.. . . · .. · Since the concrete is subj .. e_cted to .. -oornplex. stress dis tribu~_ion.s, its 
.. -.~' ·. , . -behavior· was not well defined. ~ Thus it was r1ecessary to assume .. -a 
. 
. 
number of._ load-displacement· charact.eri.s·tics under the c_omplex stre-ss 
state ... ·1 
- ·--· 
-. 
. . ~ 
In a limit ana~ysis it is assumed. ·_t~a~ ·the m~te.rial:3 have 
• 
__ .... ------··~· .. --.. ..._. ·-- __ ... _________ .... ___ .... ~----- ·- -------··------ ------- - --- ~- --- - - -- ---· ·-· - ... - ------ ·------ -·-. - --·---- -·-·· --· --· "-··· ·-··- -- -- ~- ------ ---·--·-- -- - ----- ----- ----- --- --- - - - -- ----- -- - - --- -- ·------·--~·-- . ---::-----· - --- - - - ··---- -----·-·--------·-·------- ··----------·-
_ ~-~. _· ·-.· -~duetility-:for-a-.ll.---ty..pe-s~-0-f------fa;i.lu~-e-.. -mede-s-.---Ghen----a-na~ .. ~ker-·{~-87 ,,---have · . __ ~- -~ .• - _. ... , 
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• A- pes·sible~ failure .me<?han~::s-1* fop.· a.· pa·ir of. studs is-: illu-
. . 
·strat:ed in_ F.ig. -,., Sl( a)•· The···problem is-~ treated· as a. two d.imensionai 
. . .- - > . . . 
~, - ·--- . - . . . _ _:_ .. ; - - - - - -
cas·e, hence the effe~t. of the boundar·ie-s out ~of the· pl~ne; are ·neg- <l 
. . . "~ . . . 
- ------- .. -.... - .. ~ ····.• 
1 
lected. ' - . . . . . . 
' ... 








. . ' 
The mechanism is-formed by assuming the steel beam to be 
-----·--- --------- ····--··---------------·-· 
. ( . ~ 
fi·xed. As the concrete slab is "displaced vertically \(d-V) ... (See 
Fig. Sl(b)-), the- crack A~B- w-i1i·. force the· sla_b. in the horizontal 
• , . ' .I 
directfon, .... (ltH).· The t<)tcil. movement (ow) __ Will.-~ha~e a direction cp de-
\· 
.. grees·_relative to.-the cr-~~k--A~B. cp is defined as the angle. of in--
. -
'" 1~ • I ·ternal -friction for the conqrete. The crack B-C also has a rela-
, ' tive movement o~ ~he two- rigid J:?odies · eqblal · to ow. The angle between 
,.. :the .crack. and the· ve·ctor ow- is 8, . ~5 =--111tistratea ··- ii\ Fig. -51( c) .-~ The 
-angle e can_ :be expres·$ed as a function of tFte geometry and internal 
. . ~ e; 
f r-i:c_t ion as : ' ' 
' 
0 a: = 10 o - ca. + -13 + cp) 
·r 
(25) 
ou and ov are the displacement vectors that def-i,n_e ·th·e. ·movemen~ par-
allel and perpendicular to- the crack • 
• 
The·· ·res·istance of the connect.ion is determined using the 
-- . ~- ' 




-external forces. T1\e i·nternal · work was taken as_ the dissipation of 
·> • 
. - - ---· -~-~-----~ -----· . . -·· ··--------··-·--·--·-----·-
energy that is absor·bed by ·the cracks.-- A· modified Mohr-Coulomb cri-
• 
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. . When 8 = ·cp, t'be ·internal work re_duces to 
, ............... ,.,.. 
... ..... 
D = 6w (f' 1 - sin 2·) (27) ', 
------="'A__ - -C------· -2 -----------·--·· . ........---.:.---------~-_ ___:_.:_ __ ~LJ-~-____...._.~~-·--__;_.......,:____ . ;.;;.,-, _ __:._ _ _;.,-:.-~~~...,.........--"-'-------,.•~--
.•: . 
~---
The_ effec.:t o-f ·_.the slab reinforcement h-as ·be~h.- ,neglected. 
-· 
0 
• Th.e -external work, WE' is foupd ,from the move~ent of the ,,,i·,··· . 
slab (6V) in the direction. of the app:lied -load (P): 
(28) 
.,, 
" wh·en e.xp~-~s-s-ed. ·as a f.unc·t:i.o.n: of :6Vi this becomes) 
. j/1.: WE = P (ow) cos (a, + cp) (29) 
V 
DAB - f ' 1 - " s i,n cp (ow) LAB b A c 2 "(30) 
.-
where L - is-~!"!~- ·1eJ?.g-t,lt_Qf orack· A-B and b is the-width of the wedge-___ -----· - .... ----- - ... ~- -- --·- . --AB 
_including. the studs. Hence 
. 
. ' 
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.. ____ , 
Equ.ating the external· work to the. total dissipated energy · - . ' ,! ·1 
I 
"> 
yiel·ds .the ·ultimate load for. the upper bound solution ~s: 
, I 
.-- ·----,-.,.-.....:,....------~-----·......-,,,----·- ' -·--·-----·---.. ---r.----· ·--·--
-- "' . 
· .. ·,····--.. 





f:,- (sin e - sin cp H )] 
t · 1 - sin cp sin ~ . . (34) 
. . ·, {'" ' . 
This s·o'.lution can· ·be minimized with respec-:t :to a. and--~. 






f' (sin 0 - sin p · H ) 
t 1 - sin~ sin·~ 
are not very sensitive to a, since 8 is. ·about 90°, hen~e they were . 
-· 
. ' = 
neg-1--e-etea~~anct~· 't~~---~trriinum~rourrct·.:from. tlre· simplified ~unc~-ion,. -
.. .--
P = 1 b [ f, · 1 - . sin p H ] 
u · cos (a. + cp) - c ·2 sin a (35) 
~ .. 
- This function is a minimum when 
- 0 
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-- - --.- · --· --- - - . - - .. · sill ( a. + cp ) [ ( 1, - j) - ;in cp] rr ~----- -------~--- L 
· cos f3. = 1 - (l + i) · sin cp 
. •· •· : ; . 
•. 
.~ ... ·. 
.; .. 
t ·-- ---~. - ··--- ____ ..... ' .... ·---~~-·- .. -~,--··-··-~---·-· ·-·~---: ...... _ .. '···-·· . . · '.- '--:-\ . ._ 
(37) 
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t • •, • .. ,--··. ~ ,• ~====~~s~~~~~~P~~e~~~fu-~r~~~-~~~~? 
.. 
. .. ... 
.. 
. . 
' . · .. • ,. . . . : .( F . = . f ' '/ ft'.) • 
. . ··C Kap~an (17) ·observed_ that the ·si)lit tensile strength,-
- -;• .... ,·· 








· strength, for this study~ -_ The value . of .. F varied .. be.tween .. io-and---12---------. . " 
... - ·---·- ' ---·- -- .. --~--~----· 
- -~ -~-
.···" .· · ·· . for normal weight concr·ete\ - For _ligh~eight concrete F varied be-
tween 12 and 16, exce-pt for the- CC- .-aggregate· which. yielded F equal · 
to 22. --From Eq. 13. it _is apparent that the value of cos ~.is-not 
.· 
. :-... . 
" 
gr atly effected by ·p •. A·.· vc(lue of 12 was selected for further 
·• . 
. an 
V;i'lues. o:f a. and ~ for various values. of , t:he angle of in~ 





\\!hen cp :::: o0 , a. = 45° arid f3 = 54. o0 
' . 
· ·when cp. = 30° , a, = 30° and ~ ·= 45. 6° 
The ~orrest>ond_ing ultimate loads a;t'e 
. Pu = f ~ H b + f~ lt b (0.015 + i i. 72) 
\-. 












. 'te~m ~orres ponds_t~_crack B~C. -- -I-t-· i-s- , af}pare-nt that the terrsile, .. c, .. -
_ . . 
. - --·-·-· -
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j P,P .t-.-~,4 - o;o:s•••- s , cez a a cum ca,s 
. u .... z:=.- .. ·.···---··"":- ··. ~ ... · .. -·~·.· - _. ........ ,.,,,,, .. "'";''"·· ...... , ·:••" .- ... , ...... ·- .. . 
-------------··-- ·- - - . ------------·--·----·-· -----------·- -----·-·--- -
-~ 
... 
' ... ' . 
. - i7 ' 
. .-:-- :--;:-:---. 
(J . 
. .. 
·.... .. . ,l . '. " I.' • •• 
, ,t, ·, 
--- ··-, .. , - ·--~ ... , .. .,.._, .. :· ... . - . . 
........... , .. , ...... - ---·-----'-------·-;------·· .--.-·--··. . . ·----·----.. ----· - . . ._·.,_ _________ .... ------ .. -- -·. ·'l·:-·:--· ,.......... "·'·.----c-'---'-'•---:.: .. .. 
- - •=· - . --- -·'-,---c~~~=-'-and ... tbe_ultimate=it.rengtb;_fQI',;_:a _·pa~r o'f .con.neetor.s-·· w.~s-· determined ',\ 
. .. . ' ' . . .. . .... . . ·-::'. - ·. ·. .. ... . '. . - ' 
· for each group of puSholit specimens tif the --infti,al: study~ ,:The l'e-' 
--~· . ·. . ~. t 
. ,. .... 
0 
· su·It$' are summarized. in :Table l.6·. 't The angle of interna,l friction, 
.... 
. ~., .. 
--
' . 
., ,·.,·--,.,.·.- -- --- --- - ----------,,-·- --- -- - - - -- ---------------·--
~, Was: as ~urned· equal to 0° and 30°; . whic;h · are ·. the ·common . limits for ·~ -
, 
-· . 
_cp. The effect of ·cp on ·the u~t.imate shear str~ngth is about 10%. 
~-computed strengtl1 of tlre pair of shear connectors exce-ette-d .the --
observed st;r'ength in eyery instance ·by 44· to 100%. ·· The greatest 
. / 
9~via~ion ~as. for-1the lightw~ight concrete s pecime.ns-. 
•· ( 
-~--
-~ It is probable- that the e·nergy dissipated by crack B-C is 
.. 
exhausted before crack A-Bis fully developed. If the contribution 
·' _ O:f. crack B-C is. neglected, the resulting strengths are still 24 to 
.. 
,.70% 1-arg.er· than, the observed strengths· of the, pushou·t tests. The 
. . 
·-energy d~ssipat·ion from ~he s.ide~: .of tpe wedge were ,neglected. If 
)j 
these were ihclud·ed the strengths pr.ectic.ted would, exceed the exper-
. . :. ..· 
. .. . . . ' 
:imental values by an even great,er margin~i 
,... . ~· ,• 
.• e' 
. · The analysis: ,:tnd:Lcate.s -that :"the conc:r.ete t-en·sJ.le: strength . 
---- -·- - -- - -
----. 
lla.~ li-ttle inf luenG~ on 1:he shear s'tr-engt1i;---~ihiclt~:fs---compa-t-ib1_e __ w·1tn~---------
the experimental findings." The method. does ·not predict any- differ-
ences·. in- .strength fo~ differ_ent types of concrete, since the con-crete 
. . . 
compressive strength is the only concrete· characteristi·c considered 
.· 
_ when f 1: is neglected. . The p:Oedicted strength does not . consider the 
· ____ --"-- -cross-sJ°e°t:fonal area of th~ studs but does consider the height .. 
. . . 
... . ......... .... . . '" • •,. I" - ~ - - . . • .,. =-- . ' . --.--.- .. ' . - ·, .----· .... -· ' ,• - (- -
----·---·------__; 
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. . . 
.. ~-- ... 
the behav o~ ·of th.e· various concrete..S when subj ect.ed to triaxial 
. • 
• 






. . . 
-
- - ~ .· ' . - . ....,....... ··-~ -- . --
.... 
-·---~ --~-·-- --- --··-- -·-· --- -- -·-·--- --
.. 
: ...... -. 
con£ ined pres·stir_~s equal to apprqximat~ly 30% of the' unconf iried 
• -, n ' 
,, _ compressive strength;· f~. - The _confined pressure was kept constant . 
during the~ tests. The· re.sulting increase . in the axial strength was 
·a.-pproximately 100%.:·for. both normal weight and· 11.ghtweight concrete. 
as illustrated in Fig. 53. for higher confining pressures it is 
kn_own that the compressive. strength for normal weight concrete is 
.· . 
.} 
very high (S, 21). A confining stress equa~ to 1.3 f~ yielded an-
. 
-axial s_treng~ equal to···4.a £~.. For lightweight concrete it seems 
likely that the strength will.be :less for simiiar. confining press-
ures due to the porosity of the concrete.: 
In the triaxial tests repo~ted by Hanson-, the ultimate 
'. 
~--·-- ------·-------·-------·-------~ ...... --,-----·-----------· . 
-------- . -. •. . - .. --- - . ·. ··--·----·--.· ···--------~----~---· -
s·trength was reached· when cracks occurre~. The sawed=- sections of 
' the pushout specimens indicated that the· concrete· close to the· studs 
WµS subjected to ve.ry · large deformations (Figs. 47 and 48) • The 
-· 
- . 
results from the triaxial t.ests do not appear to J;>e direetly appli~ 
.~,------·c_able to th~ concrete _c3.r5;>und the studs· since a constan~ confining 
----- ------- -- --- - - ----------~----~·-----------... ---.. -·-.----------------------· 
pressure does not exist. A test in _which·the lateral deformations 
., 





_Since the actual state of stress in the ·concrete is not--
y· 
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,a~sumptionS ·are ·made. The .sawed ·S.pe~imens i;>rOv{ded ari. indication 
· .... ,... e·~ ··1:h.e deformat:i.ons that . occurred in· the con.crete and. st.ud shea.r . -- ,• 
. . ··. '~ . 
·,. . . . . . . . . ' 
·,\.· . . .. 
. .. 
' 
. '\ . ···•. J 
. 
. 
. · . connectors •. · :StPess distributio.ns can be ass-um·ed on the bas,is· of 
. . . 
-
- . . . .-. 
___ these observed · st.ates ·of deformations •. .• 
·-· 
·, 
. -It is apparent from Figs. 47 and 48 that_Y-ield b.ing:_e_s 
'formecl at the base o_f the studs .in both··· normal weight and light~ 
· w·e.ight · concrete. Moreover ~it is aiso app-arent that· the upper .per-
t·-ion of_·,the stud wa_s restr.ained when embeocled in normal weight con-
crete:. 
' 
, A simple .model f·or the stud shear ·Connector was examined 
·fo·r .. ·ci'if-ferent. load dist·ribution·s.· The mod,el is illustrated in 
. . 
.P:ig. 54·(c:1). A yield hinge was _locate·a at ·~he we.ld atta~hing. the 
. 
. gonne_ctor to the beam. The yield stress was assumed to· be equal to 
t.he y·ield stress of the st.eel ·beam (cr = 36: ks1). The resulting y 
. , 
·plaistic mqin~nt.· is: 
I 
• i 
. :M ·= Z x cr = o. 703 x 36 ·= 25.3 k-in-. . p y (42)-
:·: f·:or a 3/4 in. diameter stud. The· ef·tect of the -w·eld material was· 
........ 
negl~cted. 
· ...... ·. 
-. ,._It. is. not like~y for t.h.e pressure- a~ting on the stud to ·-
·, ·b·e higher near· the hea<;i since the concrete is confined-- e-long its, 
---
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-··-~·~--...... ,--___,..,..-··-------· -_ -·· A-1..gwer_:__ .. oonnd-----selutien-wa,s~-obta±ned: ·ro-r--~:lt"[h1:we1g_Jµ;-=oon::----~·-· -~-----=~ - --~----
-
. L--~---,----,----,---cr-e-=--t.----e~u-s-,i-=-n--g---;-t.h--;-e------:--u~n-;-if~o-:-r-m-- lo ad dis tr ibllt ion ill tis ~rat eci in Fig· • ~ 4 ( b )~ . 
.. -- . 
.. 
.... ' This- neglected the r~straint of the upp~r portion of the stud,. ~ .-= 0,:, . 
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. .... . . 
·in Fig ... 54( c). Equi!ibrium yield.s: the. relatigns.,hip: 
..... --:-..;.. " ... 
• 
.. 
..... -- ... t 
.. -~~---1 . · 2 --M - - q · H· 7-p - 2 p · · 
-
- - . 
-0 . - ~--- _____ - ___ -:=':__-_ _ - __ .,..--__ ~--~- --~~--------- -
-- ----- - - - -
· (43) 
. .• Solving for the distribute(;! pressure acting on the s·tud yields: 
-------···---- --·--··---------
·~-----------~- ·--·-------------~ 
. _.. ,: 
--~------
- '-I 







- p . 
2 M 
p -
_H_2 ___ ~ 
2 (25.3)" _ 
----2--- - 5.62 kips/in. 3 





... .. __ ~ 
(45) 
The, •average bearing stress· acting, on the st:ud. ·_q_fam~:ter is: 
---q . 
·a - P = 5 • 62 = ·· 7. 5 ksi 
- a o. 1s (46) 
. . .&. Th,is ·is approximately twice_ the unconf in_~d; com:p::t~essi_ve '$trength, f ~~ 
• 
For light.we·tght-: c.oncrete it is more r.easonable · to assume 
. 
. 




amination of Fig •. 48 s·hows th·at the stud rotates around a point 
near- its head. A pres.s·ure distl:'ibution compatible with- the ob-. 
served deformation was ass:umed as illustrated in Fig. 54(d). If 
th~ I'estr-~j..rtt of the upver portion of the stud is neglect~d _ (~ ;:;: O), 
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-1Q. 9 kips/in. 
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!!'he correspondirig. bearing pressure on t·he concrete is: 
. I, 







a= Q = o.1s·=. 14.6 ksi ( 49) 
which is abo~t four times the unconfJned compressive strength • 
. It is .noted· that the com-puted loads- and pre·ssures· are in-
- . fluenced very much by the distance a, and by the slight change in 
the load-deflection. ·r·~la:tiortship. ~he . exper.imental results from. 
. •, 
·the pushout speci~ens with 1i~~ihtweig-ht concrete slabs resulted in 
Hence, the 
p.:pess·ure distr·i.'.oution :acting on the stua·s is reasonably approximated 
' 
. by ·tn~ di,stributions: s·hown in Figs. ~4·(b) and (d). The analysis . . . . .. 
.. -
a·ss·ume·q the load-de.flection t.elat ..ionship for light~eight concrete 
·to be. ·s'.imilar· ~o· -thos,e· i1·1ustrated in Figs.· 54( c) and (e) .. Th~s 
. ·. ~-· ...... 
-~--~~-~--- ----~--'--~ 
~----~·---------~ ,. S'f\OJ.lld .be :e-Xamine.d ·in further studies~ ..... . 
\, 
I ·' • 
... ~, . ·. For normal weight concrete previoti~: s-t.µdie.s. ·have indi- · 
' . 
. cated that. a plastic limit for the· ~oad-defiection relatiC?nship _ 
·-······ 
-will not be reached( 7). . Hence a bil·irtea~ relationship as illus-
. 
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.the~ upper portion. of· the connector· ·is neglected- (~ = OJ, equili_b-
. _rium y~elds: 
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s.· c·2s. 3) _ _ __ 
32 _ G 2 ~0.5) o.s (3 _ .2 (0.5)) -
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- --- - ·-. -.: ______ _ 
....... :-··".,;-~ 
... 
. . ' -. ~ .. 
0 .. _. = .!2 q· H -u ' p 
- ·-
• 
' .. ' 
~ ...... ___ .. .:.-···-
· .24-. 0 kips/in. · (50) 
. . . . 
. . 
l ~24) 3 - c2 (~-S) 24} o.s = 
32.0 kips (51). 
. ' The qonf ined bearing p!'essure iri the concrete "iS about eight times . . .. \ 
. -
··the unconfined compressive strength at the base of the stud. as 






-d 0.75 -· 
~J'J 
'l'he computed ultimate load is -slightly larger than the experimental 
results obtained f.!om norrrta.l _:w-eight concrete SJ>e~en-s-~- -
imental results. The assumed load-def lectio:rr relationship should 
-deformations. . -.... -
.. ~ .. 
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. The. load ~ carried ·by the-· stud shear con,nectors, is related -
. 0 ·. . . 
• 
' . 
·, ·.' . ,.-·-.- .-. ·-.- ··---------- .. --. -------·----·----------
• ',·,., .··- ! 
.. 
·~~ . . : ' . 
·-- --- --- --- ---------
. , .· t() .the energy defined by the areas · under the load-def lE!Ctioh Curves. 
-. ' 
I• ' 
· .. · _" ·. · ·--: i,rt Fig. · 54. · These areas clre also functions of the c.oncrete com-
~--~--'',-· -_ . . . -----_ -_-.--__ . . ' ~-. 
.. 
. . 
.. ,__.-: ..... , . ....,..:~--:'· __ .. :.·_:__<_-, ..... '.·,'., .. _ .. ~· 
·.~,;., -pressive-.streng~h and the -modulus- o~- elasticity. The,- regression 
.. 
C • 
..... . - . . - . 
an·alysis of tDe pushout. t.est data,. indicat.ed__tha_t_ :these tWO--Concre-te---:o· ------ ' . -_ .. 
---'----~--~- -----···---,--· . . - . . . 
.,.·, 
!-c-----'--'-----"-'-·--'----t=pttr-8(--'ott=.ptt-e~r't::t---tie-s-~provid-ed-· -a signif.icar1t -correlation wi'tn the pusnout test 
. data. 
-\. . 
·' ..... ,.4.1 .. ~,li..i_,. • ' 
The lower bound s-o.lution fo"t' normal weight concrete indi-
·- cate.s that the conn.ectors- shou-ld carry additional load a.s the defor-
mat.ion. i·ncre.ases. H9wever, during the pushout· tests it was observed 
• 
·'-
. . . \ 
that the slabs sepgrat~d · from the stee.l beams as . the ultimate load 
.. 
,, 
was ap.proached. Tl\is would red:uce the·. confining pressure in the · 
i -
. , 
concrete at the base ·of the studs, which would c·ause the pressure 
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Th.is s.tudy su~a~i-ze~s the resu1t·s-- o.f 53 two· slab pushout .. ~-
. 
. 




~ ... ____ .,~-· 
the investigat-ion/ was. to· evaluate. the capacity and behavior~--0-f--.s~t-Ud--,-------~ ----------
. 




Two different type~· of· normal weight aggregates· and· four 
-
types of lightweight aggregate were examined •.. The lightweight con-~ 
-·--
crete-s ·were made with both lightweight coarse aggregate with natur- .----,..., 
u al sand and with lightweight fines. The diameter of the stud shear < 11 •• ' 
connectors was either 3/4 in. or 5/8 in. · Normally two rows of two I ' 
studs were .welded to each flange of ·the steel beams. .Six spe_ci-
·mens were fabricated with one p.air of C(?nnectors per flange. ' In 
.. 
order to simulate· -the compressio·n in the concrete. slab--"of ~-a eom- · . . ~ 
~posite beam, three .. pµshof-f specimens_ with pres tressed slabs were 
.---------~-,-----~- -~-··--
. also -tested. 
.. 
--- -"It-------------
The· 1oad-s:1ip characteristi-cs of each specimen_ was ob-
• • 
t' 
. ·tained. -_ In order to evaluate the behavior of the studs during 




· mounted in the shank. ·The state· of slab qratj<.ing_ ~and deforma.tion . 
-
. in the concrete and studs at ultimate load was determined from two ___ ·-~ __ -- .- . .- . -~---- --
. 
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--- --- ---c__::_------=....c --------E:::St-npeci,nens Wnich _W_ere cross-Sectioned by sawing tl1rough 1:ne concrete 
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., -•----···· ·--····-···········"" .. ·-
.-
-Two different analytical solutions we.r-e .. examined to;-_ ·deter-- . 
_, 
nt'ine their suitability to. pr~oict ;the ultimate_ -shear strength.;' ·.'l'he,,--j ~ . ~ 
' . 
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. L .. .. _, _______ ... '' . [) 
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. . . . 
upper bound sol~tion was based on. a•limit analysi's. The failure 
mechanism .was assUJiled to b~, a wedge> whiqh W?S Blll:1.ed out of the 
.. ,. 
· concrete slab. The analysis Overestimated the shear strengths. A 
. lower . bound S'l,11.!tion · ~as ·based on an assumed Pressure ~istribution · 
-. ' 
I 





. The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 
' ~- . ' 
1. The shear strength of stud connectors embedded in 
' . 
normal weight and lightweight.concrete was primarily 
,·; . 
influe"nce.d by the compressive strength and the modu-. 
lus _of elasticity of· t:he· concrete. 
The ultimate shear strength of a stud sheqr connector 
embedded· in normal weight or lightweight concrete 
~ . . ' 
was expressed as a funct:ton o-f concrete' strength and 
) 
modulus of elasticity. · The followi11g empirical 
- ~- ·-·-,-
furicti.O·n resulted: 
O - = 0. 50 If' Er A 
'"'U C C S 
--
where f ~ is the Concrete compressive str~ngth, E~ the 
. -
-tangent .. modulus of: e.lasti.city and~-~· the cross-sec-
s 
. tional area o·f the stud shear connector. 
- . -~· 
3. Other concrete properties including the concr~te ten--
. . 
S-i-le s-trength and density did not· significantly impro\le 
( - . 
. - } 
' . 
·-------
--~---_:_ _ ____ th~ fit __ to_ the __ t_es~t- d-~--t~~-!_-:~:-=----=-· -· ~-------=--:~.=---=~--- ----------·· 
-~-·-~-.-..--~ .. --w--•-•----,!.......,_, ____ ...._~-~ -,---·-----···---
·-------- .~. ---------- --- -- _ __::,_::=:::_::.:::__::------- ________ ----~-----E':~ __ ·-=-:-===~<~=== ___ -:= __ .==. =;: __ == __ ==_==_::i::::--=::::;::::::::---===--__ ---:------------2!'.'. -_ -=_TI!_ti~-~~;]lo.q t ~i~ns_w.ith--e it-he.:n--Al=t..Q-.-A-=FI_-_ two ro~s of 
-
;.- \l ·· - studs i;>er slab exhibited the same ultimate load per 
....... ·. 
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- . .· . . s·. 
. ~ . . ' ,. 
. - . . ' . 
.. 
- -_ C· .··. . -· ,... -
....... , ·---
--- ..-, The- one sla,b pusho·f~ spec~mens, yi'elded_ .12 to 20% 
_ _.__ ------·--~ ---------------~-- -- . --- ---~-------- ----· ' . 
- -·. _____ . 
_ lower. ·ultimate she~ar strengths th·a:h the r.egular two · 
~-
· · slq.b pushout_ specimens. Such __ -s;pecimens· are not con-
sidered suitable to_ asc-~rtain· the conne.ct9r strength • 
. . 
• 
6. Prestressing the -concrete slabs did not increa~e the _ ,-__ -· · 
. 
. 
_---,.~- _ ... --.-· 
·' . 
-- --~---------------------- --- ----------- ---~-
-·-----------··---·-··- . ·------·----·--
- ---- --- -- - --- --------- -- ---- -- -
- ------------------- -
-
ult1mate shear strength significantly. 
-7. _' T~e lo~<:}-slip relationsl].i·p for cor:itinuou~ loadirig can 
• 
- be expressed ···as: 
. 
~ ----------~-·()-..- ---~u~ -. ~--~---- -- ~-. - --- -~----·-------~-----'>-- --- -, ---·--- ----" f .-- ----~-- ... - ·-···~ 
-. 
Q = Q (l _ e ~186 )2/5 
u . 
,,,,.,.-... ' ···•1- .. "" ~ Fpr, .specimens su]?jJ~cted to loads :re:sult.itlg· in-... los-s o·f 
hon.qi the relationship 
Q. = Q 80 fl. 
u 1· + 77/l 
.\• :• 
:."'· 
Cortipos·:tte beams with normal :weight concre:te s-la.bs which 
h~ve.: had:. the. shear·· ,,eQnnectors de~igned: ciccorcti·ng to. the current AISC . \ 
. . 
-
.- $p~ci£icatiofi ,have developed the f lexura·i. capacity. This s1;udy 
, has shown ·tl)at the. u1t-i·mate·_ loaas .01:>ta.ined from pushout specimens . 
\ 
--------,---~-c-:-. ~, - -were ·a-P-prox-imat-ely twice· -c·urrent a-~s1gh_.'Ioaas~-----Applying th_i_s_ -fac----
,:...-• tor to t--he pushout connector strength yields the -following _design 
-·------------ ~--·-
·-- --------~ -- --
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' . >The suggested· design relationship is ap.plicable to normal weight 
. ··an~ .l~ghtweight_ concrete. 
1. 
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· -- Cement 
per cubic yard. 
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Coarse Aggregate, 1" max · 
Crushed Limestone (Dry) 
Water· 
Slump: 
Dry Unit Wei_ght: 
3 in· 
148.1 pcf 
Compressive Strength: 4~30 ksi 





Cc:>~~se Aggregate, 1" mc3X 
Rounded Gravel (Dry) 
Water 
Slump: 
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CONCRETE TYPE C+ 
-) 
. . ... -~. 
Material. • 
Cement 
__ - - Sa·nd (SSD' -_ -
_____.:,,_--------'-'~~-.- -' - ~- ------------------------------- ______ , _____ 'J. ____________________ _ 
' ' 
------- --- --~------- . - . -- -~,---- ·-. 
Coarse Aggregate- C . :<· 






Plastic Unit Weight: 
Dry··Unit Wefght: 
. . . «., 
-:' --...._1• ... ~. · ..... > r 
.. ,. ·--- .. 
::···;·"·1-, 
-. ~ 
28 Days Compressive Strength_: 






". ·; ·_:".' .. , , . 
•, 
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-p.er cub-ic yard · 
511 lbs 
l, 462 1-b-s 
628 lbs 
394 lbs 
·-·-· - -. - -· -· 
Weight 
. .. ~· 
~-
per cubic yard 
Cement 
Sand (Dry) .. --··----····· ... :~·~-
500 lbs .,. 
1,332 lbs 
Coarse Aggregate D 





Plastic Unit Weight: 
1-------,.,--,-------,-,........,_... _ __:ttri,rr--un-tt-ive-tgne-=---- ----------- -- -
6% 
· 4 in 
115.5 pc£ 
113 . 4 pc f ---
.. - ---- - - ·--·------· ~-- - __ 
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;GQNC.RETE TYP.E, E+ 
Mate-rial 
Wei.ght 
I p.e-r cubic yard: .. 
·' 




-- ·-~-- - -.' ~-- -- -
·-~·. 
·-
. ;.i·. '1-. 
Sand (SSD) 
Coarse Aggregate E. 




-plastic Unit Weignt-: 
Dry Unit Weight: 
->_ •. • 
__ i•---- t: 
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APPENDIX _ ~-:. ·. 
~·-
\I j . 
-, ·~ .... , . 
- - -- . . 
-•- ., - •.,• __ _,,__.' .-.- I -
~ ~-·········..: 
·specimen Ba~ch Cyli~der - 7 .. Day Te:sts 
· ·· Nos;*) No. :Nos. · f .,_ - -w -
C \ 
(ksi) - (._pcf) 
· 28 Day· -Tests·=· . _ 
. -- f ~t -- -- ·f ' . . E , - --- -w-. _. . 
C Sp C 
·. (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (pcf) -a .. 
·--·· .,_ ___ --------------·--· ---- -












. ' : = .• \ 
~ 53'8 
... 
. ' ' 148.5 
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